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ABSTRACT
Healthcare teams are often called upon to implement changes in clinical practice
when research suggests an alternative practice to improve patient outcomes. The
introduction of a cardiac surgery advanced life support (CALS) protocol in an
intensive care unit requires staff to rethink the way in which patients recovering from
cardiac surgery are resuscitated in a cardiac arrest. The aim of this research project
was to evaluate the effectiveness of targeted education and training when initiating a
significant change to resuscitation practice for post-operative cardiac surgery
patients.
A descriptive, mixed methods research approach was used to explore intensive care
nursing staffs’ confidence and knowledge implementing the CALS protocol and the
effectiveness of a CALS education and training day incorporating lectures and
simulation practice. Data was collected through pre- and post-intervention surveys,
and a post intervention focus group. The survey evaluated participants’ level of
knowledge and confidence in performing cardiac surgery advanced life support and
was completed 1) before the education day commenced; 2) at the end of the
education day; and 3) at six months post the education day. The focus group was
conducted 16 weeks after the educational intervention.
Analysis of the survey data showed an expected initial improvement in knowledge
and confidence immediately following the education intervention, which was then
found to have significantly decreased at the six-month time point, however, overall,
some a degree of knowledge and confidence was retained at six months. Four main
themes of confidence, scope of practice, roles, and knowledge were identified from
the thematic analysis of the data from the focus group. These themes demonstrate the
iv

hesitancy of the participants’ in adopting the change of practice in CALS, due to a
reduction in confidence as seen from the qualitative and quantitative data analysis.
The findings of this study highlight that whilst an education intervention to support
the adoption of CALS for ICU nurses can increase knowledge and confidence
immediately post education, the level of knowledge and confidence degrades over
time, and indicates a regular training program is required. As clinicians strive to
improve patient outcomes through the introduction of innovative clinical practice
techniques, the findings of this study add valuable information for healthcare
educators responsible for training staff who need to adopt new knowledge and skills.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a context for the research, presenting a background to the
introduction of cardiac surgery advanced life support (CALS) protocols to an
intensive care unit in Western Australia. The rationale for the study will be
described and the structure of the thesis outlined.

1.1 Background to CALS:
Aortic Valve Replacement, Mitral Valve Replacement and cardiac bypass grafts are
the most common types of cardiac surgery conducted at this hospital These surgical
procedures are conducted in patients with a history of cardiac disease. Some surgical
procedures require the heart to be exposed and visualised and this requires an intra
operative procedure known as a sternotomy. A sternotomy necessitates the cutting of
the sternal bone in the chest to allow access to the heart and structures within thorax.
(1) Following the surgery the sternum is closed with surgical wires and the skin is
sutured closed with stitches.
CALS is a targeted approach to resuscitation specifically for post-operative cardiac
surgical patients. Witnessing a series of prolonged resuscitations in the intensive care
unit (ICU) where Dr Dunning worked, in 2006 he identified the need for a specific
structured resuscitation approach to the cardiac surgical patient . (2) Dr Dunning and
his colleague, Dr Levine, specialists in cardiac surgery in the United Kingdom,
recognised that in this cohort of patients, traditional methods of resuscitation such as
chest compressions and adrenaline were potentially harmful and not optimal
treatment for the patient and the CALS protocol was conceived. (2)
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By applying the CALS algorithm (see Figure 1); the clinical team address the main
causes for cardiac arrest, for example excessive bleeding from a post-operative graft
site, a fast-irregular heartbeat such as ventricular fibrillation (VF) causing cardiac
arrest or a loss of electrical conduction from pacing attachments leading to no cardiac
output (Asystole), resulting in cardiac arrest. These causes, aside from VF, are
specific to this patient population. Standard resuscitation measures, such as
immediate chest compressions, are potentially harmful for this cohort of patients and
the successful application of a CALS resuscitation approach is associated with
improved outcomes. (4) These patients are unique in that they are already on a
cardiac monitor, have intravenous infusions attached, surrounded by highly trained
medical and nursing staff and in most cases are still ventilated, ensuring they can be
well oxygenated quickly. This allows for a rapid reopening of the chest, via the
surgical sternotomy wound, if the initial steps in the algorithm do not lead to a return
of spontaneous and effective circulation. The average cardiac arrest outside of a
critical care area would not have these clinical advantages.
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Figure 1 CALS protocol (Dunning et al. 2009)

Dunning J, Fabbri A, Kohl PH, Levine A, Lockowandt U, Mackay J, et al. Guideline for
resuscitation in cardiac arrest after cardiac surgery. European Journal of Cardiothoracic
Surgery. 2009.
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1.2 CALS versus standard Advanced Life Support (ALS) protocols:
CALS has a three-armed algorithmic approach with the primary aim of rapidly
restoring an effective cardiac output and thus limiting the time the brain is without
oxygen. These three arms are focused on the presenting life-threatening rhythms:
Ventricular fibrillation, Asystole and Pulseless Electrical Activity. If the lifethreatening heart rhythm cannot be resolved by any other means for example giving
emergency medications or re-instituting pacing, then the protocol directs the medical
and nursing-team to perform a timely reopening of the patient’s chest i.e.: a resternotomy. (2,5) The application of CALS provides a structured approach that aims
to assist rapid consideration of reversible causes specific to the post-operative cardiac
surgery setting and limit time to re-sternotomy. (5) A re-sternotomy is a reopening of
the chest via the sternum to gain quick access to the heart. This allows staff to
visualise the heart and determine if there is blood compressing the heart called
cardiac tamponade, bleeding (usually from a graft site), an issue with the pacing
wires or if the heart is fibrillating. The team can then proceed to institute initial
CALS management for the identified issue. Cardiac tamponade occurs when fluid or
blood collects around the heart space known as the pericardium resulting in the
inability of the heart to pump due to the force of the compression in an enclosed
space.(1) If the fluid or blood cannot be drained quickly, the patient can proceed to
cardiac arrest as the pressure causes the heart to cease pumping. A sternotomy is a
cut down procedure of the sternal bone allowing the chest cavity and organs to be
visualised (1), this allows the pressure build up from the bleeding area in the
enclosed space, the chest cavity, to be released and the heart to be visualised. If
needed suctioning of blood or clot removal can be performed. If a bleeding point is
identified, compression is applied to the area while waiting for cardiac surgeon
12

arrival. If fibrillation is identified, internal defibrillation is performed, and cardiac
massage can commence if there is no or inadequate cardiac output. Previously staff
were trained, as per hospital policy, to resuscitate everyone in the same manner;
Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing, Circulation and Defibrillation, with the focus
on early commencement of chest compressions and defibrillation.(6) Delivery of
chest compressions to the post-operative cardiac surgical patient may be harmful and
continued standard resuscitation may cause a delay to chest re opening while
implementation of the CALS resuscitation algorithm is associated with improved
survival rate and patient outcomes. (2,5)

1.3 First introduction of the protocol to Western Australia:
The concept of CALS was first conceived in the United Kingdom by Dr Dunning
and colleagues in 2006. (4) The Royal Melbourne Hospital in Victoria, Australia,
was one of the primary Australian hospitals to introduce training and education for
CALS in 2016. Dr Christian Karcher et al.(7) at the Royal Melbourne Hospital
(RMH) ICU introduced an education bundle delivering CALS with additional
education, called Intensive Care Emergencies in Cardiothoracic Surgery (ICECATS).
In 2018, a large tertiary hospital in Perth Western Australia, decided to introduce
CALS to the Intensive Care Unit as a best practice initiative for their cardiac surgical
patients. The introduction of the CALS resuscitation protocol was a change in
practice that required new skills to be learnt by staff involved in caring for postoperative cardiac surgical patients. Although re-sternotomy post-surgery is rare with
approximately three instances occurring each year; (2) at this tertiary hospital,
nursing and medical staff working in the intensive care unit need to maintain a high
level of training in order to manage and assist during this specific resuscitation.
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The cardiac surgical team in conjunction with intensivists and key leadership nursing
staff trained at RMH to initiate this change of practice. Following the training, the
Perth hospital faculty introduced the ICECATS training bundle to their home ICU
staff as logistically the ICU was unable to send all their staff to Melbourne for
training. The most beneficial and efficient way to retrain staff to deliver CALS to the
bedside was through an ICECATS educational intervention. This is the program that
is evaluated within this thesis.

1.4 Rationale for the research:
Introducing CALS to the ICU required changing care delivered to the patient in
crisis by retraining intensive care nursing staff. Therefore, it was important to
measure the effectiveness of the education and training. The nursing staff need to
retain the knowledge and skills they learn at the training day and feel confident to
implement these skills to a deteriorating cardiac surgery patient. By evaluating the
program, future adjustments can be made to the training content, delivery and to the
regularity of the training simulation sessions. As there are only three to four resternotomies resulting in a CALS resuscitation a year, this is a difficult undertaking
to measure. Thus, we are relying on published observational data that demonstrates
improved outcomes. (8) The international cardiothoracic society consensus
statement, recommends that each education program includes the rationale behind
CALS protocols and understanding and practicing the motor skills required to
implement CALS.(5) Regular refresher sessions for staff and education of new staff
as they commence work in ICU are essential and further endorse the validity of the
program.
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As a result, staff are now asked to consider the patient they are caring for: are they
post cardiac surgery or are they another category of patient for example respiratory.
The implementation of this new education will ask them to question the rationale
behind resuscitating cardiac surgical patients differently, it will ask them to retrain
embedded behaviours and reactions and to apply critical thinking skills in a different
manner to current resuscitation practice.

1.5 Aim of the research project:
The aim of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of
CALS through ICECATS in an ICU. Initiating a major change to practice needed to
be measured and gathering data pre and post the education intervention and at six
months; allowed the author to implement the CIPP
(context/input/process/product/evaluation) evaluation model (8), review the program
and make future changes to the education program.. In addition, reviewing the
educational program in the context of Kirkpatrick’s four levels of evaluation allowed
the review to aim for the fourth level top tier, an implemented change of practice and
behaviour for best patient outcomes at the bedside. (8,9) The goal of the research was
linked to patient care and safety, while implementing an endorsed practice change.
Evaluating the educational intervention and program also allowed the hospital
management stakeholders to see the value of the implemented changes and the cost
versus benefit to the ICU.(10) This program was classified as a hospital Quality
Improvement program so the findings of the study will assist with further resource
management.
The research questions for the project were:
15

1. Is an education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and simulation,
an effective way to support intensive care nursing staff knowledge and skills
when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
2. Is the education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to retain intensive care nursing staff skills when
delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
3. How does the educational intervention influence staff confidence when
activating this practice change at the bedside in ICU?
The anticipated outcomes of the study were to demonstrate that ICU nursing staff
receiving the education intervention would retain new skills, resulting in improved
delivery of quality of patient care and services to the bedside. Staff, attending
didactic lectures and participating in simulation activity, would retain the knowledge
and confidence required to implement and participate in CALS.
Feedback regarding the education delivery and content allowed the researcher to
propose improvements to the educational program and evaluate the effectiveness of
the education intervention and its success.
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1.6 Structure of thesis:
The thesis is divided into six chapters. Following this introduction, chapter two
explores the existing literature relating to the implementation of evidence-based
practice in the ICU, and the use of simulation-based education in knowledge and
skill acquisition. Chapter three outlines the mixed methods approach adopted in this
study to answer the research questions. The findings of the analysis of both the
quantitative and qualitative data are described in chapter four, with chapter five
linking the findings of this study to the existing literature. The final chapter will
summarise the study, presenting the limitations and significance of the research to
future educational practice.

1.7 Summary:
This chapter discussed the background to CALS and provided the rationale and aim
for this study. The following thesis follows the implementation of CALS education
and training for the first time in an ICU in Perth, Western Australia.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter focuses on the literature and research surrounding the enquiry question
for this thesis. “Does a combination of didactic lectures and simulation practice
provide ICU nursing staff with the skills, confidence and knowledge to implement
CALS when required?”
The chapter begins with an introduction to the process that was followed while
conducting the review, the key words, data collection sequence relating to the subject
and concludes with how this related to developing and answering the research
questions.

2.1 Introduction
The aim of this literature review was to investigate the published qualitative and
quantitative teaching research strategies that were used within the ICECATS training
and whether this educational approach was effective in previous studies. By
Subsequently investigating the current literature surrounding adult learning, retention
of knowledge and clinical skills; assisted with the development of the research
questions.
A literature review investigates the published literature surrounding the key words
relevant to the research; and identifies and discusses the findings and results from
published and controlled implemented changes to clinical practice. The purpose of
this literature review was to identify and evaluate published research regarding the
introduction of new training, education, and changes to nursing practices at the
bedside in an ICU setting. Investigating the results of current published practices
allows for guidance for new research findings, as described by Aveyard (11) to
18

complete the research puzzle under investigation. Linking the published literature to
the research questions allowed the researcher to validate the findings and teaching
strategies that were employed for CALS in the ICU.

2.2 Search strategy
A search of the literature was conducted using CINAHL, Medline, ProQuest,
ProQuest Health, One Search and Cochrane databases. The key words for the search
were identified by using a combination of the PICO tool (Problem, Intervention,
Comparison and Outcome ) (12) and researcher brainstorming with the addition of
AND and OR included in the word database word searches
•

Skill Retention

•

Interprofessional Simulation

•

Evidence Based Practice

•

CALS/ICECATS

•

Adult Learning Theories

•

Didactic Lectures

•

Nurse Education

•

Confidence

See Appendix A for an example of the literature search as recommended by
Kable et al. (13)
The time limit for the literature review was the years 2000-2020 to ensure the
literature was as current as possible. The inception of the CALS concepts was not
described until early 2000’s, therefore a literature search prior to the year 2000
19

was not conducted. The CALS education is delivered in a combed format of
didactic lectures and simulation-based education. Therefore, the literature search
focused on the rationale, concepts, and success behind this teaching strategy. The
researcher focused on published peer reviewed research articles and specifically
selected book chapters. All literature referring to paediatric and maternity care
was excluded as this research was conducted in an adult ICU. The focus was on
research connected to Registered Nurses rather than student nurses, however
much of the published research described student nurses as their participants. The
research articles were viewed as the best source of current information for CALS,
despite this when searching for literature regarding CALS it was difficult to
discover information within that space. Books were only included in the review
if they provided additional information to the research. The literature search was
limited to English as the researcher had no access to translation facilities. Most of
the literature reviewed consisted of quantitative systematic reviews, studies and
papers focusing on pre- and post-collected data and their results. The researcher
focused on quantitative rather than qualitative research as the largest portion of
this study was quantitative. The subheadings were compiled incorporating the
key words to add a structure to the literature review investigation and to assist in
clarity of presentation. A research librarian assisted with the initial phase of the
search.

2.3 Evidence based practice and its implementation
Evidence based practice is the process by which nursing and medical research is
delivered to the patient bedside, allowing for the most up to date therapies and
practices to be patient centred. (14)
20

Huis et al. (15) and Hirzallah et al. (16) reviewed large studies aimed at introducing
evidenced based practice to the clinical area by targeting poor staff behaviours aimed
at improving delivery of care and patient outcomes. Both investigations
demonstrated that clinical staff willingly adopt change if it promotes the wellbeing of
the patient and improves patient outcomes. (17) Filmalter and Heynes (18) conducted
an explorative, descriptive, qualitative research study, although a small study, it
highlighted and discussed the importance of critical care nurses reflecting and
understanding the clinical practice changes introduced to the workplace, which
subsequently allowed them to support the evidenced based practice change.
Activating change at the bedside can be difficult; however, involving all the staff
concerned and outlining the rationale of the evidence behind the change improves the
uptake of the change. (17, 18) Koehn and Lehman (19)discovered that the main
barriers to implementing evidence based practice were time and knowledge.
Therefore, prioritising education time in a time poor profession and improving
information delivery may improve uptake and change. Boling et al. (20) suggest
increasing exposure and practice, possibly with regular simulation practice will assist
to minimise these barriers for the ICU staff. Transformational learning occurs when
participants’ critically think and process the evidence supporting a practice change;
allowing them to understand the rationale behind the practice change, adopt that
change and make personal adjustments to attitude. (21) Canada (22) discusses the
impact critical thinking makes regarding evidence based practice and how this
embeds and retains change as participants’ reflect on the value of the changes to
patient care. Apart from the participants’ themselves, some barriers to implementing
change centred around lack of immersion from hospital organisations and the unit
divisions .(23) Barriers to change may stem from a lack of sustainability to the
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change, possibly due to reduced monetary budgets or a lack of collaboration from
various different departments within health. (24, 25)

2.4 Cardiac Advanced Life Support / Intensive Care Emergencies in
Cardiothoracic Surgery:
The history surrounding CALS involves two review papers, the first encompassing a
six year investigation into cardiac surgical resuscitation involving chest opening and
patient outcomes post resuscitation written in 2002 by Mackay et al. (26) and a
further four year review paper on the same topic written by Pottle et al. (27). These
papers reinforced the need for early rapid chest opening as part of resuscitation
measures in this specialised cohort of patients, to save lives. The CALS course was
created based on the Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) course and the
Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) course in the United Kingdom. These
courses are based on short lectures, skill stations and centred on the cognitive process
and student assessor interactivity. (28)
In 2011 CALS was incorporated into the ALS manual, within the special
circumstances in a cardiac arrest chapter by the resuscitation council of Australia.(6)
LaPar et al. (29) again reviewed resuscitation in cardiac surgical patients and found
continued poor mortality rates relating to slow instigation of re-sternotomy, and
subsequently endorsed a re-sternotomy within a five minute time frame (if needed) to
reduce the instance of poor neurological outcomes. Conducting a literature search
regarding CALS and ICE CATS was very difficult. There were not many published
papers regarding this topic even though it is considered best practice within the
cardiac surgical community. This may be due to emergency re-sternotomies being a
rare event for example only three to four occur within a year at the studied hospital.
22

(2, 7) Much of the literature published regarding CALS courses focus on the timing
of re-sternotomy and training to achieve the recommended five-minute time frame
with the simulation teams. (4, 30-32) The five-minute time was selected as beyond
five minutes, the incidence of irreversible brain damage increases significantly
without an effective cardiac output.
Most of the literature did not focus on knowledge and confidence of staff but on
timing of the CALS team to perform a re-sternotomy within the five-minute time
frame. Interestingly, most of the published articles surrounding CALS
implementation were from the United States. Even though CALS has been adopted
by the United Kingdom and the United States, it still remains a fairly new concept in
Australia and New Zealand despite its addition to the Australian Resuscitation
Council (ARC) manual. (6)
The ICECATS training bundle concept is a variation of CALS available in Australia
that was introduced by the RMH ICU team for cardiac surgical patients. (7) It ties
the CALS theory, together with simulation concepts and training, to create a
scaffolding framework of learning for participants. Scaffolding of education has its
roots within Blooms Taxonomy where the participants’ learn through understanding
and practice while creating a layering effect of knowledge. (9) This in turn links it to
cognitive apprentice concepts whereby participants’ practice their acquired theory
and continue to build on critical thinking skills. The importance of quality education
through theory, practice of skills and the application of critical thinking is
highlighted by Lyons et al. (31) and . a further demonstration of the link between the
ICECATS education, Blooms Taxonomy and simulation is demonstrated by
Hanshaw and Dickerson (33) whereby simulation incorporates these theories.
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2.5 The use of educational interventions on implementing changes in
clinical practice
In order, to identify all the current published literature available, the researcher
expanded the original search, which initially focused on critical care areas, regarding
the implementation of educational interventions to incorporate all of health. The
following systematic literature review focuses on implementing changes to clinical
practice through educational interventions and its effects. Mehta et al.(32) discussed
an educational intervention involving 427 medical staff and pulmonary catheters.
This study showed a significant improvement regarding implementing changes in
practice at the bedside when the staff were surveyed pre- and post-the education
intervention, demonstrating the impact of education interventions. Systematic
reviews of the literature conducted by Haggman-Laitila et al.(34) and intervention
Wu et al. (35) which showed constructive positive changes following the education
interventions to patient outcomes. A quasi-experimental study in the United
Kingdom conducted by Cooper et al.(36) centred on behavioural changes in 140 staff
after an educational intervention to improve handwashing and infection control, the
pre and post testing showed significant improvement in behaviours and changes in
practice and further endorsed education interventions as an effective method in
retraining staff in the clinical setting. To ensure the success of an educational
intervention the educational gap must be addressed, and the staff must understand the
rationale supporting the educational intervention.(37, 38) This involves access for
staff to some form of theory-based education. The role of the didactic lecture remains
important in education delivery as it delivers a base of knowledge to staff and is
cheap and easy to deliver to a large group of people.(9, 39) The more interactive the
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learning and the better the utilisation of teaching methods the greater the impact on
the educational intervention results. (34, 40) This in-turn links to simulation training.

2.6 Simulation
Simulation training has been a successful training method employed in the aviation
world for a long time and has historically been shown to improve safety outcomes.
(41) Providing safe healthcare to consumers with no adverse outcomes continues to
be an issue globally. (42) Intensive care medicine continues to change and improve
and subsequently this requires intensive care nursing staff to change alongside it; to
implement continued change, staff need to practice new skills.(43) Simulation
training, facilitates medical and nursing cohorts to practice new skills. (42) Creating
a clinical simulation environment to reflect ICU amplifies the experiential learning
experience for the participant. (44) Integrative literature reviews of the literature by
Linn et al. (45), and Pedersen et al. (46) and Frengley et al. (47) demonstrated
simulation training as a positive education method in critical care resulting in
improved patient care and safety as it improved critical thinking and analytical skills.
Williams (48) conducted a systematic review regarding ALS training which
demonstrated the importance of continuing practice to maintain ALS skills. To
further reiterate simulation as a positive form of education; Johnston et al. (49)
investigated regarding simulation and its achievement of Kirkpatrick’s four levels of
training (Kirkpatrick’s Level 3 results in changes in delivered care to the patient at
the bedside and Level 4 results in changes to the overall department with benefits to
the health organisation). The advantage of simulation lies in the lack of patient
exposure to adverse outcomes while the participants’ practice real life scenarios in a
25

safe environment. (42, 50, 51) Simulation education encompasses adult learning with
experiential and constructivist theories which allows participants’ to see the
relevance of the training, experience the simulation scenario and how this can be
delivered at the patient bed side continuous reflection through the debrief allow the
participants to achieve a higher level of cognition and understanding post simulation.
(43) Continuous practice of skills increases the participant’s skills and confidence,
this in turn can reduce adverse outcomes at the patient bedside. (42, 48, 51-53) The
literature reviews regarding simulation reiterate that the implementation of the Kolb
learning cycle and the constructivist educational theory are employed when
implementing simulation training .(9, 43, 54) The Kolb learning cycle and the
constructivist theory focus on reflecting on actions and then changing those actions
based on their reflection. (55) The evidence gathered from Toubasi et al. (56) and
Schroedl et al. (57) demonstrated that participation in a simulated forum improves
skills and the continuous repetition of the skills, allows that skill to embed itself with
the participants’. (58) Debriefing and feedback allow the participants’ to reflect on
their performance and their delivery of the skill at the simulated bedside .(59) This in
turn encourages the participants’ to self-reflect on what they saw, heard and did and
to make changes to their performance during the simulation to deliver an improved
performance when repeated. (58),(30) The improved performance demonstrates the
participants cognitive understanding of the learning delivered .(60) Simulations
involve team members who interact and learn from each other via passive learning
by witness actions and communication first hand within the simulation and reflecting
on the actions of others, which in turn improves team work and participant
satisfaction .(53, 61, 62) McGaghie et al. (63) conducted a critical review of evidence
regarding simulation education and highlighted the importance of focusing on
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creating learning outcomes and then achieving the learning outcomes through
simulation, as this in turn, leads to long term retention of the skills learned. This
allows the facilitator when delivering feedback and debriefing to focus on the
learning outcomes and to review if they have been achieved within the simulation
scenario. Debriefing allows for reflection and breakdown of individual or team
performance promoting and embedding learning .(64) Learning and practicing skills
in real time, within simulation sessions, encompasses adult learning theories and
experiential learning, leading to a retention of skills and improves patient care at the
bedside while embracing practice changes. (55, 63, 65) Experiential learning is
achieved as the participants experience a re-enacted clinical scenario, participate in
the scenario but are in a safe space to make mistakes and learn from these mistakes
through feedback and debriefing.
Confidence within nursing is not easy to measure. Much of the literature and studies
pertain to student or novice nurses transitioning to Registered Nurses and do not
focus on senior Clinical Nursing staff. Confidence, throughout the evidence, is linked
to knowledge, competence, and critical thinking skills and all the above further link
to understanding and integrating evidence base practice into clinical practice.(23, 66)
The more the nurse understands the rationale and evidence linked to clinical practice
the more confident they are to implement this. (67, 68) Several descriptive research
studies such as Stokke et al. (69), Eller et al. (70) and White -Williams et al. (71)
discuss their finding across large participant groups of student nurses (approx. 500 in
each study). Their findings link the involvement and understanding of nurses to the
education surrounding and formulating evidence-based practice and research; thus,
allowing them to integrate this into their clinical practice. This commences a cycle of
on-going learning, continually improving skills and critical thinking resulting in
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continually gaining confidence in ones’ own capability in nursing practice delivery.
(72-75) The old adage “practice makes perfect” appears to be inherently linked to
self-confidence as discussed by Hsin-Hsin (76) and Square (77) who link confidence
to simulation and skill practice. In the discussion surrounding CALS implementation,
the quicker the re-sternotomy was performed (under the five minute target) appears
to be equated to the improving confidence of the resuscitation team This seems to
evident in most of the CALS studies conducted to date, from Stueben 2017(78) to
Dunning 2006 (4). Interprofessional simulation brings a new dimension to education
and training, as now the focus is on training within a multidisciplinary team. Gjeraa
et al 2017 (79) found that there was an improvement in learning and performance of
the team. As CALS is a multidisciplinary approach of a resuscitation team an
interdisciplinary team approach to simulation is justified. Discussion surrounding
interprofessional team simulation shows it to be of value and demonstrates a
retention of the learning and skills at six months following a qualitative study by
Alinier et al. (80) Continuous skill practice increases the individual’s confidence
through regular practice of their motor skills therefore with regular practice they can
quickly draw on their abilities, training and judgement improving self-confidence in
their nursing practice. (50, 51, 75) Regular practice within the interprofessional
CALS resuscitation team would benefit the team and patient outcomes and improve
confidence in all the participants, self-confidence, and confidence in other team
members.

2.7 Summary
In summary, simulation training is one of the most successful education tools for
medicine and nursing. The literature review conducted, highlighted the importance of
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the participants’ embracing practice changes by understanding the rationale of the
evidence presented as endorsed practice and then subsequently practicing the
knowledge and the skills required, ideally through simulation training. (81) Under
these conditions’ nurses felt confident to retain the knowledge and subsequently
implement the changes at the bedside for improved outcomes for the patient. The
literature also consistently linked all the subjects investigated in the review to
increased participant confidence and acquisition of new skills through education and
regular practice.(82) In summation, delivering the CALS training, through lectures
and simulation is an effective way to educate staff. Following the literature search
the posed research questions for this project are:
1. Is an education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to support intensive care nursing staff
knowledge and skills when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
2. Is the education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to retain intensive care nursing staff skills
when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
3. How does the educational intervention influence staff confidence when
activating this practice change at the bedside in ICU?
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3

METHODOLOGY

Now that the recent relevant literature has been reviewed, the methods applied for
this study can be described in detail. This includes a discussion regarding the
rationale for the research design and the choosing of a descriptive mixed method
research approach for this project, the quantitative and qualitative methods
employed, the participants’, the data collection and analysis procedures.

3.1 Research questions
The aim of this descriptive mixed methods research was to investigate if the
education methods used to introduce a new protocol of resuscitating cardiac surgical
patients, CALS, were successful in knowledge, confidence, and skill retention for the
ICU nursing staff. The researcher, through the research project, reviewed the
education and training intervention to examine if it was effective and adequate to
support the practise change.
The research questions for this project were:
1. Is an education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and simulation,
an effective way to support intensive care nursing staff knowledge and skills
when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
2. Is the education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to retain intensive care nursing staff skills when
delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
3. How does the educational intervention influence staff confidence when
activating this practice change at the bedside in ICU?
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3.2 Credibility of the researcher
At the time of this study the RMH in Melbourne was one of the primary sites in
Australia to have endorsed CALS and commenced a training program. As a result,
the researcher completed the CALS training in Melbourne prior to conducting this
research and has since completed the CALS train the trainer course. The researcher
had firsthand experience with the feelings and thoughts regarding the implementation
of CALS to ICU and self-acknowledged the implications this practice change had to
confidence, knowledge, and the maintenance of the required CALS skills.

3.3 Background to the research project design
The merits and validity of a mixed method research design continues to be debated
within the research world. In recent times the mixed method research approach has
been adopted into the research community as a research method in its own right
rather than solely viewed as a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods.
(83) Zhang and Cresswell (84) acknowledged the benefits of mixed method research
in health, as it gave researchers greater understanding when interpreting their results
and allowed the easier integration and application of the findings. They concluded
the paper by recommending the future application of mixed methods research,
combining quantitative and qualitative research, within health. In 2018, Regnault et
al.(85) endorsed using the mixed method research model in health as best practice, as
this method incorporated the patients perspective to the research findings, adding
richer data and results which ultimately aim to benefit the patients journey within the
health system. As Cresswell and authors (86, 87) discussed, a mixed method research
approach can follow a sequential process, which allows for further combining of the
data by including a qualitative data portion within the research. Creswell claimed this
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added additional depth and importance to the results as the data is seen through an
insightful and moral lens. (88) The researcher viewed the advantages regarding a
mixed method approach to the research as essential as it would provide a
comprehensive view of the research findings and allow the research questions to be
investigated and answered, whereas utilising only quantitative or qualitative
singularly would not wholly have facilitated this. The disadvantages of mixed
method research lie in the amount of time required to apply two methods of research
to a project. Another noted disadvantage was the lack of specific frameworks to
implement health research strategies, therefore allowing any health researcher to
choose a method that best fit their own individual research project and agenda which
may not be considered optimal in the research world.(84)
For this study a mixed method research approach was chosen as it involved collating
quantitative data, gathered from questionnaires and surveys, and combining the data
results with qualitative data gathered from a focus group.(9) A mixed method
research approach is rather like a jigsaw puzzle, where both quantitative approaches
and qualitative approaches offer different viewpoints of the same participant group,
and enable us to view the overall picture from the data collected and thus fit the
research jigsaw puzzle pieces together. The questionnaire data was necessary to
measure the validity of the education and training day success but did not provide
insight regarding the deep thoughts and feelings of the participants’ when embracing
this tremendous change to practice. This was a vital aspect of the study, as
performing a re-sternotomy for a patient in crisis is a marked deviation from
traditional resuscitative methods. Re-sternotomy historically, is considered a surgical
role by nursing staff, one that is carried out by cardiac surgery operating teams.
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Therefore, some form of discussion was required with the participants to investigate
and evaluate their thoughts on the practice change.
Implementing a mixed research method, allowed the researcher to view the research
result statistically and psychologically. The qualitative portion provided a forum for
discussion to explore the participants’ thoughts regarding the training day and the
new role that was now expected of them, through the implementation of CALS to the
ICU. The qualitative research focus remained on the participants’ responses to the
change and the experiences that emerged from conversing with them (86) (pp39).
Identifying and understanding the themes that emerged from the qualitative data
provided validity and insight when married with the quantitative numerical data and
assisted with answering the research questions. The qualitative portion of the study
allowed the researcher to review the humanistic and emotional changes the
participants’ experienced, such as their worries and fears regarding implementing
CALS. The application of a qualitative approach consisting of a focus group allowed
for the researcher to investigate the attitudinal responses from the participants’ when
asked to implement this major change in the ICU.
A purely qualitative research approach would not have answered the research
questions alone, just as a quantitative research approach would not have given the
depth of emotive information required.

3.4 Research project design
The study design was chosen as it is a sequential descriptive mixed method research
process. The emphasis was on the QUANTITATIVE data analysis followed by the
smaller qualitative data analysis. (83)
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Figure 2: Sequential mixed method design
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This mixed method design encompasses two world views discussed in research: the
postpositivist world view which leans heavily towards quantitative approaches and
the constructivist world view which leans towards qualitative approaches. (83)
By using this design, the assumption was richer data would be collected and allowed
for a more comprehensive understanding of the data, thus enabling the author to
answer the research questions.

3.5 Ethical approval
This research received Quality Improvement approval from the Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital Ethics Committee- HREC Approval Quality Improvement 26262 and an
approval letter for an ethical exemption from the University of Western Australia
number RA/4/20/4510.

3.6 Participants
3.6.1

Population of interest

The population of interest were nurses working in the ICU at a major tertiary hospital
in Perth, Western Australia. The research project was aimed at nursing staff who care
for post-operative cardiac surgical patients on a regular basis in this ICU. The
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population consisted of 180 ICU nurses with two levels of experience, of which there
were a mixture of Clinical Nurses (CN) and Registered Nurses (RN). A CN is a
senior member of staff. Within this cohort there were a mix of male and female
participants. Due to the small number of male nurses, approximately 6%, working
within the ICU at present; a question regarding gender was omitted from the
demographic data to retain the anonymity of the participants. The population of ICU
was a very stable, highly skilled workforce with 50% of the staff having worked
there for six to fifteen years. Casual nursing staff, agency staff and ICU staff who
had not yet completed training to care for cardiac surgical patients were excluded
from the project as they do not care for this cohort of patients within this ICU.
3.6.2

Study site

This study was held in a 23-bed tertiary ICU in Perth, Western Australia. The ICU is
a general ICU with a focus on cardiac surgery, neurosurgery, liver transplant and
infectious diseases. The ICU accommodates two to three post-operative cardiac
surgical patients a day. This is mainly elective surgery with the inclusion of
emergency cases as warranted. This cohort of patients return to the ICU from theatre
intubated and ventilated and require intensive monitoring in the first 24 hours. Their
average stay in ICU is approximately one to two days and then they are discharged to
the ward for further nursing and medical management as they continue their postoperative journey.
3.6.3

Recruitment

In February 2018, it was determined that CALS training would be offered in May
2018. This allowed for the faculty team to train in Melbourne in the interim and to
set up the CALS program in ICU. The recruitment sample were chosen from the
Clinical Development Seminar (CDS) days as this was an easy access point for the
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researcher to engage many staff. Within this ICU continuous education for ICU
nursing staff is provided via the CDS days. The CDS days are mandatory for staff on
12-hour shifts and are held every two months. The CDS days are usually topic
focused and consist of didactic lectures and mandatory training when required. This
ICU also facilitates eight- and ten-hour shifts. This nursing population received
CALS training later. Prior to the commencement of the research and the CALS
training day; a notice was placed in the nursing communication book and posters
were placed in suitable locations to advertise the proposed targeted education
intervention. This included the rationale behind the evaluation and the aims of the
research project. The notice and poster also reassured staff that participation in the
data collection and questionnaire were voluntary and that their anonymity would be
always maintained. The research was aimed at nursing staff who care for postoperative cardiac surgical patients on a regular basis in a general tertiary ICU.

3.7 Education training day
The training day was divided into two parts. Two thirty-minute didactic lectures
followed by workshops and simulation. The education was based on the ICECATS
program from RMH with adjustments made at various points to accommodate
differences in Western Australia, such as equipment. (89) The teaching faculty
comprised of ICU consultants, cardiac surgeons, and the ICU nursing leadership
team. The ICU leadership team consisted of two ICU Staff Development Nurses, the
ICU Clinical Nurse Specialist, and the ICU Equipment Nurse. The entire faculty had
attended CALS training at the RMH ICU.
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By the end of the education intervention the stated learning outcomes were that
students would be able to:
•

Discuss normal and abnormal progression of patients following cardiac surgery

•

Discuss the differences between resuscitation of cardiothoracic vs. noncardiothoracic patients

•

Correctly use the emergency re-sternotomy trolley and its contents

•

Perform a re-sternotomy on a manikin as part of a team in a simulated setting

•

Perform internal cardiac massage and defibrillation(89) in a simulated setting

•

Discuss and trouble-shoot internal cardiac pacing

The lectures were adapted for use within the researcher’s hospital domain. The first
lecture discussed normal and abnormal progression of patients following cardiac
surgery and was then followed by the differences between resuscitation of cardiac
surgical patients vs. non-cardiac surgical patients. During the second lecture the
participants were introduced to the CALS protocols and the CALS algorithm. A
series of three short videos (each two minutes in length) were also played as part of
the lectures, these included: how to perform internal cardiac massage, a CALS
simulation scenario and how to perform a re-sternotomy. Dunning et al.(2) outlined
six roles required for the management of cardiac arrest (see Figure 2) with the
addition of two extra roles to perform the re-sternotomy. They are not numbered in
the Figure 2.
Waikato Hospital critical care unit in New Zealand added further information to the
CALS roles below. These roles have subsequently been adapted for this ICU.
CALS 1: Bedside Nurse (nurse)
CALS 2: Airway and Breathing (nurse or doctor)
CALS 3: Defibrillation and Pacing (usually nurse)
CALS 4: Team Leader (usually senior doctor)
CALS 5: Drugs and Infusions (nurse or doctor)
CALS 6: Shift Coordinator (nurse)
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CALS 7: Chest 2 (patients’ Left side) – (usually nurse)
CALS 8: Chest 1 (patients’ Right side) – (usually doctor)

Figure 3: CALS Key roles (Dunning et al. 2009)

Dunning J, Fabbri A, Kohl PH, Levine A, Lockowandt U, Mackay J, et al. Guideline
for resuscitation in cardiac arrest after cardiac surgery. European Journal of
Cardiothoracic Surgery. 2009.
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Following this, was a real time faculty demonstration simulation of CALS and a
debrief by the faculty. This was held in a conference room as the hospital did not
have a simulation suite. There was no prebrief or debrief for this demonstration. This
was an interprofessional simulation with a mid-fidelity mannequin. The mannequin
chest was sutured shut with wire. The participants used wire cutters and a chest
spreader to visualise a plastic heart. There was a defibrillator, a ventilator, infusions
and Intravenous fluids and a pacemaker attached to the mannequin. An I-simulator
was used to manipulate the cardiac monitor displaying cardiac rhythms, arterial
blood pressure, oxygen saturation. Following the demonstration, the participants
were given time to ask questions and clarify any pertinent points. The participants
were then split into three groups. Group A attended a pacing refresher workshop and
a skill station for internal defibrillation- this was a hands on workshop, involving the
manipulating of the pacing box through different settings and attaching/detaching
and delivering internal shocks via the defibrillator, Group B attended an internal
cardiac massage and sternal wire cutting workshop- this consisted of teams of two
cutting and removing sternal wires, inserting the chest spreader, also practicing a
simulated cardiac massage with a small football and Group C attended a workshop to
familiarise themselves with the emergency CALS trolley- reviewing the practicing
with its contents of wire cutters and chest spreader and applying the sterile drape.
Group A, B and C rotated through each workshop stations. The rest of the education
day was participating in CALS simulations in three groups and practicing rotating
within the eight CALS roles, for example the team leader role. Before each group
simulation there was a pre-brief delivered by a faculty member, usually a consultant,
and a debrief delivered jointly by nursing faculty member and a consultant.
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Regarding the educational intervention, the researcher’s faculty team agreed with Dr.
Karcher and the ICU team at RMH that didactic lectures were an easy way to deliver
the ICECATS information and CALS protocols to a large group and subsequently set
the scene for the participants.
The education program was developed to maximise student learning and engagement
using various strategies such as simulation. The education program incorporated
various sections of the three theories of learning as discussed by Mohanna et al. (9)
The behaviourist theory was the foremost education theory employed, as the
educational intervention involved activity, repetition and reinforcement of the new
skills. The cognitive theory was demonstrated by reproducing the education in the
simulations and finally the motivational theory by discussing new endorsed practice
with improved patient outcomes to explain the goals of the education and learning.

3.8 Data collection methods:
Two methods were used to collect the research data.
1: Quantitative Questionnaire: A questionnaire was used to gather the quantitative
data. The questionnaire was designed by the researcher. The questions were
composed to collect responses regarding the CALS theoretical knowledge before and
after the education day and then gather responses regarding skill retention and
participant confidence to activate a CALS resuscitation. The questionnaire was
initially distributed at the beginning of the education day – time point one and at the
end of the education day- time point two. At six months- time point three, the
questionnaire was distributed with additional qualitative questions. The questionnaire
was in paper format due to ease of distribution.
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2: Qualitative Focus Group: A focus group was held at 16 weeks. The focus group
consisted of five randomly selected staff. The staff were selected dependant on their
ability at that time to leave their patient and attend the interview. Only five staff were
available to participate at that time. The interview commenced with confirmation of
consent both verbally and written. Then the purpose of the interview was explained
by the researcher and how the researcher had composed the questions to engage the
focus group in a discussion regarding CALS and its implementation in ICU. This
forum was used to gather the qualitative research data.
The use of a questionnaire allowed the researcher to gather a large amount of
quantitative data quickly across various time points within the project and to
subsequently compare the changes .(9) While hosting a focus group allowed the
researcher to take the time to discover the qualitative thematic data from conversation
and feedback regarding the CALS implementation. (9)

3.8.1 Data collection tools:
As can be seen in Figure 4, the quantitative data and qualitative data were
intermingled, with an emphasis on the quantitative component - QUANT-qual.
Qualitative data collection:
A four-point Likert questionnaire was developed by the researcher to capture
numerical data from the staff participating in the research project. The questionnaire
consisted of 21 questions and statements relating to the care of postoperative cardiac
surgical patients and clinical knowledge regarding deterioration in this group of
patients (see appendix A). The numerical responses for the questions asked were
strongly agree-4, agree-3, disagree-2 and strongly disagree-1, yes and no were
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allocated a corresponding number of one or two. A not applicable (N/A) question
was not included. Data regarding demographics, knowledge, confidence, and skills to
implement CALS at the bedside pre- and post-the training day was gathered. The
rationale behind gathering the demographic data regarding age, experience, and
higher education of participating ICU staff, was to review if the education delivered
was targeted to the correct audience and if any of these factors predicted or affected
knowledge retention.

The questionnaire was designed to gather numerical data by asking staff about their
existing knowledge and confidence when caring for cardiac surgical patients, their
previous exposure and participation in a sternotomy and resuscitation of a cardiac
surgical patient. The questions were asked at three different time points to evaluate
the efficacy of the intervention and, retention of knowledge, confidence and skills
applying CALS resuscitation measures to a cardiac surgical patient. The collection of
the numerical data allowed for statistical analysis and comparison of the three time
points discussed. Reviewing the data again at six months, allowed the researcher to
investigate the subsequent retention of CALS knowledge over a six-month period.
The time points were chosen to determine the participants to determine their initial
knowledge and confidence base, by delivering a prequestionnaire, the immediate
knowledge and confidence at the end of the education day as a post questionnaire and
again at six months. In this hospital ALS is assessed yearly and considering that
CALS is a more advanced form of ALS – six months seemed an appropriate time
frame. This time frame also allowed ease of access to the participants as they were
still attending the rostered CDS days for the year.
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3.8.2

Pilot questionnaire

Prior to the commencement of the research, a pilot questionnaire was developed and
distributed to nursing staff who were not rostered to attend education day. The aim of
the pilot was to ensure the face and content validity of the data collection instrument.
(90) It was initially distributed to six nursing staff randomly composed of CNs and
RNs. On collection, the pilot questions were reviewed, modified, and adjusted by the
researcher based on the initial results and then redistributed to the same group. The
pilot was then reviewed by the university supervisor and intensive care unit director
of research for expert opinions. This ensured content validity and by conducting the
test-retest ensured the reliability and relevance of the questionnaire. (91)
Following the questionnaire development, a four-point Likert questionnaire was
finalised. A four point scale was chosen rather than a five point scale, as some
published papers have shown participants’, when given a neutral answer option, will
gravitate to this answer and the researcher wanted as much numerical data as possible
to answer the research questions.(92)
Q1-6 were constructed to gather demographic data regarding age, time worked in
ICU, higher education and previous experience caring for cardiac surgical patients.
Q7-19 were constructed to gather data regarding the participants’ knowledge and
confidence regarding CALS.
The data was collected in sequence, firstly with the larger quantitative phase and then
followed by the smaller qualitative phase.
Below is a diagram (Figure 4) depicting the process of the data collection for the
study.
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Figure 4: Data collection sequence

Quantitative time
point 1 (Preeducation
questionnaire)

Education
Intervention

Quantitative time
point 2
(Post education
questionnaire)

Qualitative
(Focus Group)

Quantitative time
point 3
(six month post
education
questionnaire)
3.8.3

Data results and
analysis

Quantitative- time point 1 (on the day Pre- education
questionnaire):

The questionnaire was distributed in paper format to the participants at the beginning
of the education day. To allow for the data to be tracked and matched, participants
coded their pre- and post-education questionnaires with a code that was easy to
remember but remained unidentifiable to the researcher. A letter was attached to the
questionnaire and staff were reminded verbally by the researcher that participation
was voluntary. The questionnaire consisted of questions and statements in a fourpoint Likert scale format relating to the care of postoperative cardiac surgical
patients and clinical knowledge regarding deterioration in this group of patients.
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The questionnaire allowed the researcher to gather data, including demographics and
measure the clinical knowledge and experience of the participants’ caring for
postoperative cardiac surgical patients before the delivery of the education day.
Question 1-6:
These questions were devised to collect demographic data regarding nursing staff
qualifications and length of time working in ICU. This allowed the researcher to
assess the age and experience of the participants. The researcher deliberately did not
ask whether the participants were male or female due to a small number of male staff
within the ICU as this would have allowed the data collected to be identifiable to the
researcher.
Question 7- 13:
These questions were designed to assess whether staff had previous exposure caring
for deteriorating cardiac surgical patients and participated in an emergency resternotomy.

3.8.4

Quantitative- time point 2 (Post education questionnaire):

A questionnaire was distributed to the participants at the end of the education day;
they were directed to use the same reference code as used previously to allow the
researcher to match the data pairs anonymously pre- and post-education.
The post education questionnaire asked questions 7-13 again with the addition of
questions 14-20.
Questions 14-20:
These questions were structured to measure staff confidence and knowledge
regarding CALS protocol following the education delivery and to measure retention
of education delivered on the day.
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3.8.5

Quantitative- time point 3 (six months re-questionnaire with
additional qualitative questions):

The questionnaire from time point two, with additional qualitative questions, was
redistributed to participants’ again while attending their allocated CDS day. The
additional qualitative questions were added to clarify the qualitative data gathered
from the focus group.
Questions 7-21 were asked again with the addition questions 21 and 22 to the sixmonth questionnaire. These questions were added as the subject of nursing scope of
practice was raised by the focus group in the qualitative section of the study and the
researcher wanted to get the opinion of the larger group of participants.

3.8.6

Qualitative focus group

A small group of nurses were invited to partake in a group interview at 16 weeks post
the education sessions. The researcher developed semi-structured questions for the
interview to encourage as much feedback and information gathering as possible. The
interview was audio recorded with participant written permission. Reviewing the
gathered qualitative data allows us to view real, tangible and human feedback about
the project.(86, 93, 94)The questions asked in the focus group were related to the
relevance of the CALS training, the training process of lectures and simulation and
subsequent increase or decrease in staff confidence and knowledge of CALS going
forward. The aim of the focus group was to gain insight into the feelings and
experiences of the group regarding the implementation of CALS. Furthermore, the
qualitative data assisted to evaluate the validation of the quantitative data. The
recording was analysed using thematic data and coding analysis (83)(pp14) with a
focus on finding central themes from the group discussion.
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The five participants were chosen randomly on a routine shift and asked to attend a
group interview to discuss the CALS algorithm and the ICECATS education delivery
and their feelings and attitudes around this change of bedside care. The participants’
consisted of CNs and RNs with no preference to either group. They were reassured
that participation was voluntary and the discussion would be audio recorded while
retaining anonymity by the researcher. They received a participant letter with the
above information before the interview was conducted. They were required to sign a
consent form before the audio recording commenced. All data was de-identified. The
participants were coded P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. The topics that were discussed were
simulation, lectures, change of practice, confidence, and retention of knowledge. The
interview was transcribed. Eight questions were asked, and open discussion was
encouraged.
An example of a question was:
•

What is your level of knowledge regarding CALS and ICECATS now that
you have completed the study day?

•

Have you experienced a CALS resuscitation scenario in ICU post education?

It was important to discuss the staff thoughts and feedback on the implemented new
changes to their workplace and to determine if they felt comfortable implementing a
CALS resuscitation following the ICECATS education day. By facilitating a focus
group, the researcher wanted to ascertain if the change of practice was established and
embedded, and review if staff had experienced any loss of confidence at this time.
Conducting the interviews at 16 weeks after completion of the education program;
ensured that all the participating staff had attended the ICECATS education day and
had opportunity to apply this knowledge in practice. These thoughts were unable to
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be asked on a quantitative questionnaire. Conducting a face-to-face focus group was
less formal than a questionnaire as open discussion and conversation was encouraged.
The researcher wanted to foster free flowing conversation with discussion regarding
peoples’ individual thoughts and feelings. After conducting the focus group, the
review of the data raised important points regarding scope of nursing practice that
was not asked at time point one and two through the questionnaire, therefore the
researcher added two qualitative questions to the questionnaire at time point three-six
months to explore this further.
An example of an additional question asked:
•

Do you feel you have sufficient knowledge to identify a CALS resuscitation
and participate at this moment in time?

These extra questions were added to obtain more information from the remaining
participants, not involved in the focus group. The researcher wanted their opinions,
thoughts, and feelings, to add additional meaning to the study results regarding scope
of practice, the need for more access to simulation CALS practice and any further
comments. This allowed the researcher to probe deeper into the participants’
thoughts regarding the change at the bedside. The researcher also wanted to receive
feedback regarding simulation delivery and if simulation helped with retention of
knowledge and change of practice.
By employing this concept, following the CALS training day what the group was
feeling and their thoughts and concerns during the experience were investigated. (86)
What connected the focus group participants together were the shared experiences of
the CALS training day which was new and at times confronting. This shared
connection facilitated the breakdown of barriers within the group and allowed free
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and intimate conversation which enriched the data collected. Asking open ended
questions in a small nonthreatening setting such as the focus group interview invited
the participants to discuss their experiences openly. The interview contained the rich
personal recollection of their feelings and thoughts during the CALS training day.
Transcribing the interview word for word and following the themes raised during the
analysis of the data, (83) successively allowed the researcher to summarise the
participants’ core descriptions of their thoughts and experiences and provided
meanings for the researcher to explore .(76)

3.9 Data analysis procedures:
3.9.1

Quantitative analysis procedure:

The data was collected in paper format. The participants’ completed the
questionnaires and the numerical values of the answers were recorded onto a
Microsoft excel spread sheet. The data was then cleaned, and the questionnaire
response data were recoded as appropriate into binary No/Yes or Disagree/Agree
variables, this was then described using frequency statistics. Matched binary data
from the first two time points were compared using a non-parametric McNemar test.
Statistical analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS version 26.0 (Armonk, NY). P
values of <.05 were considered statistically significant. (95)
The data collected at six months were analysed using descriptive statistics and
frequencies. The data responses at this point were not matched therefore a MannWhitney U test was used to compare the pre and post training responses.(96) By
applying a Mann-Whitney U test this allowed the analysis and comparison of
responses from two different groups to the same questionnaire .(95) The differences
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in group sizes, at different time points were not accounted for under advise from the
hospital statistician.

3.9.2

Qualitative analysis procedure: -

Qualitative research concentrates on finding central themes when delving into a
group of people’s thoughts and feelings following specific experiences. (86) Braun
and Clarke (94) and Green et al. (97) suggest that this method is particularly well
received in healthcare as it portrays the participants’ experiences. A four-step
approach to thematic data analysis was adopted as depicted in Figure 5. (97) These
themes were confirmed with the researchers’ supervisors. A group of five nurses
were randomly selected to participate in the focus group. The participants were
selected as they were available to leave their patients at that time and participate. The
purpose and the process of the focus group was clearly explained by the researcher
and consent forms were distributed and signed. Reassurance was given regarding deidentifying data and responses.
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Figure 5: Qualitative data analysis procedure (adapted from Green et al 2007)

Green J. Generating best evidence from qualitative research: the role of data analysis. Aust N
Z J Public Health. 2007;31(6):545-50.

Step 1: Data immersion:
Green et al. (97) describe the immersion of data as the interviewer continuously
listening to the audio recording and reading the written transcripts, until various
concepts and ideas from the interview become clearer.
The researcher was at the fore front of the data collection as they conducted the focus
group, transcribed the data from the audio recording to paper and read and re read the
transcript. The researcher successfully immersed in the data analysis.
Step 2: Coding strategy:
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Green et al. (97) describe the next phase of data analysis, coding, as sorting through
the transcript for collections of recurring words and uses colour codes to track
frequencies and recurrences of words and sentences.
Following step 1 the researcher examined the data for key words and phrases in the
interview transcripts.
A colour coding strategy was adopted to sort and tag the data, as can be seen in the
example below:
Key codes:
Red= simulation
Blue =lectures
Green= change of practice
Yellow =confidence
Pink =retention
P2: I don’t think there would be any that didn’t work. I just think the scenarios,
hands on, stick in your mind and I just find it easier to learn that way then sitting and
listening to lectures and things. But you would still obviously have got information
from them.
P3: The lectures were still relevant. Someone did a summary of the pacing and stuff.
It’s always good for people to have a recap. I can’t remember what the other lectures
were.
P4: Just thinking about how many wires are there. Making that part of your checks
and things. It’s not something you usually look at or think about.
P1: or how to perform Internal cardiac massage. I haven’t done that before or even
been taught. So that was definitely a new skill.
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Step 3: Categories:
Green et al. describe step 3 as connecting the recurring coding words and sentences
to see emerging patterns of relationships and groups.
Following the steps outlined by Green et al.(97) (Figure 5) further analysis and
linking of the codes by the researcher and supervisors was undertaken to create
categories. identified four categories emerged – 1) Confidence; 2) Scope of Practice;
3) Roles; and 4) Knowledge and Skills (Figure 6).
Step 4: Themes:
Green et al. (97) describes this fourth and final step of thematic analysis as
explaining and interpreting the categories identified in step three. By further
contemplating and reviewing the categories, the deeper and underlying meaning of
what the participants were truly saying resulted in the researcher identifying four
pertinent themes, which will be discussed in the following chapter.

As an educator providing the ICECATS education, and as the researcher, there was a
risk that my own bias, preconceived ideas, or beliefs may have prevented a full
understanding of the themes and responses gathered from the participants. To
mitigate this risk I undertook a robust self-reflection and discussed my personal
thoughts, feelings and experiences with the supervisory team to ensure the data
collected and reviewed, remained unbiased and neutral. (86) This emphasis on
researcher neutrality allowed the researcher to review all the data, positive or
negative, reflect on the findings and compose the research thesis.
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3.10 Summary:
In summary, the methods to gather data for the research followed a sequential pathway,
with the quantitative data collected from three different time points and the inclusion of
the qualitative thematic data gathered from the focus group. The participants’ completed
a four-point Likert scale questionnaire at each time point; at the beginning of the
education day- time point one, at the end of the education day- time point two and six
months later- time point three. This allowed the researcher to statistically track the
results. Between time point two and time point three, the qualitative portion of the
research was conducted. This consisted of a focus group of randomly selected staff
gathered to discuss their reaction to the introduction of CALS to their everyday business
and care delivery to the cardiac surgical patient. The sequential data collection allowed
for a broad view of the results of the research which encompassed statistical data but
also thoughts and views of the participants to add weight to the results of the research
findings.
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4 Findings
4.1 Introduction:
In this chapter the quantitative and qualitative findings are presented separately
followed by an overview of the combined results. As the research design was
exploratory and sequential, this chapter commences with the results and analysis of
quantitative phase followed by the results and analysis of the qualitative phase.

4.2 Demographic data of the participants’:
Of the 180-nursing staff employed in ICU at the time of the research project, 96 staff
were surveyed at the commencement of the training day with 86 responses at the
quantitative phase- time point one and time point two. A reduction from 96 staff to
86 completed questionnaires was noted and was due to questionnaires not completed
correctly. Sixty-nine participants’ completed questionnaires at the six-months -time
point three. Five participants were recruited for the qualitative phase; held as a focus
group at 16 weeks following the initial education day.
The demographic data was gathered from questions 1-6 of the questionnaire at time
point 1 (before the education commenced). The demographic data collected is
summarised in Table 1 and Figures 6,7 and 8.
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Table 1 Demographic data of nursing staff participants on the education day
Age

20-31

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

Number of
participants

9
(10%)
N 86

35
(40.6%) N
N86

21
(24.4%)
N 86

20
(23.2%)
N 86

1
(1.16%)
N 86

Qualifications

Hospital
based

Post Grad

Post
Grad Dip

Bach Deg Masters

Number of
participants

5(6.9%)

49(56.9%) 11(12.
%)

20(23%)

1(1.16%)

Exp

1-5 yrs.

6-10 yrs.

21+

Number of
participants

15(17%)

20(23%)

16-20
yrs.
12(14%)

Participants
Cared for a
deteriorating
cardiac
surgical
patient

Yes
57 (66%)

No
29(34%)

Participated in
a sternotomy

49(57%)

37 (43%)

Completed a
PG CCC

65(76%)

21(24%)

11-15
yrs.
23(27%)

16(19%)

The demographic results show an experienced team of nursing staff working in ICU
the majority of whom, 35 staff (40.6%) were aged between 31-40 years, see Figure 7;
with 51 staff of the 86 participants’ (59.3%) having greater than ten years of ICU
nursing experience, see Figure 8, and over half the staff (56.9%) possessing a post
graduate qualification, see Figure 9. The demographic results showed 66% of staff
had cared for an unstable cardiac surgical patient and 57% had participated in a
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sternotomy. Figure 6,7 and 8 show the participants age groups, years of experience in
ICU and nurse training qualifications.
Figure 6: Age groups of participants’ pre-education intervention (N=86)
61-70
21-30

51-60

31-40
41-50

Figure 7: Years of work experience in ICU pre-education intervention (N=86)

1-5

21+

16-20
6-10

11-15

57

Figure 8: Nurse training qualifications pre-education intervention (N=86)

H
PG DIP

PG CERT

BACH

M

4.3 Quantitative data findings:
As described in chapter 3, the questions were divided into three groups, Q7-9
(focused on knowledge) and Q10-13 (focused on confidence) and were asked during
time points one, two and three; whereas Q14-19 focused on confidence at time point
two and three. The findings are present below in time point order.
N at time point one and two was 86 and N at time point three was 69.
There was an unexplained drop of 17 participants noted at time point 3. This may
have been due to personal leave or other extenuating circumstances. The researcher
and supervisors considered this drop insignificant as the sample size remained large
enough for unbiased analysis.
(CT patient = cardiac surgical patient)
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4.3.1 Questions 7-9:
The data from Table 2 time point one- question seven demonstrates that 80.2% of
participants agreed they had adequate knowledge of the instruments required for a
sternotomy before the education day. This increased to 100% when measured at time
point two and fell to 92.8% agreement at time point three. Overall, these results
indicate the participants’ agreed they had (measured at 92.8%) retained the
knowledge regarding sternotomy instruments six months after training. Just over half
of the participants’, (54.7%) agreed they knew there were differences when
resuscitating cardiac surgical patients and this percentage agreement increased at
time point two to 93% then fell to 71% at time point three. Most participants agreed
they had retained the knowledge at time point three. For question nine, initially at
time point one, more than half the participants’, 68.6%, knew the reasons for
bleeding in a cardiac patient. When reviewed again at time point two there was a
large increase in percentage and frequency, 96.5%, with a slight fall to 94.2% at time
point three. Overall, these findings demonstrated the perception of a high degree of
knowledge retention at six months- time point three.
Table 2: Q7-9 knowledge: frequencies and percentages at time point one, two
and three
KNOWLEDGE

T1

T1

T2

T2

T3

T3

Questions

no

yes

no

Yes

no

yes

Q7. Can you name the three first
line instruments for a sternotomy?

17
(19.8%)

69
(80.2%)

0

86
(100%)

5
(7.2%)

64
(92.8%)

Q8. Are you aware of any
differences when resucitating a CT
patient versus non CT patient?
Q9. Can you name 2 causes for
bleeding in a CT patient?

39
(45.3%)

47
(54.7%)

6(7%)

80
(93%)

20
(29%)

49
(71%)

27
(31.4%)

59
(68.6%)

3
(3.5%)

83
(96.5%)

4
(5.8%)

65
(94.2%)

T1= Timepoint 1 T2=Timepoint 2 T3= Timepoint 3
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Table 3: McNemar test and Mann Whitney U test for Q7- 9 at time point two
and three.
Time
Time point
point two three
Question 7-9 Knowledge McNemar Mann
test
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

p value
N=6

Mean Rank
N=69

p value
N=69

u value
N=69

72.00 drop to
67.00
77.00 drop to
62.00
70.00 drop to
69.00

p=0.023*

u=110

p<0.001**

u=1863

p=0.699

u=2346

Q7

Knowledge

<0.001**

Q8

Knowledge

<0.001**

Q9

Knowledge

<0.001**

p <0.05*, p<0.01**

r value at six months with the Cohen Effect Criteria (95)
Q7 = 0.2
Small to medium effect
Q8 = 0.28
Small to medium effect
Q9= 0.03
Very small effect
.1= small effect, .3 medium effect, .5 large effect.

The McNemar test was conducted comparing time point one and time point two as
the data was matched. The findings of the statistical test for the questions related to
knowledge (Q7, 8, 9) demonstrated that the increased agreement of knowledge
retention was significant (p<0.001) for all three questions (Table 3- time point two).
The Mann Whitney U test conducted at time point three, demonstrates a significant
drop in agreement for Q7 (p=0.023) and Q8 (p =0.001). Only Q9 demonstrated a
non-significant drop in agreement in participants’ level of knowledge. When these
results were compared to the frequencies and percentages from Table 2 for time point
three, overall, the knowledge was mostly retained.
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The Mann Whitney U test for questions 7 and 8, show a significant change at time
point 3 with a small to medium effect and an insignificant change at time point 3 for
question 9 with a small effect.

4.3.2 Questions 10-13:
The items in the questionnaire from Q10 –Q13 were answered in Likert format with
strongly disagree (SD), disagree (D), agree (A), and strongly agree (SA). These
questions were focused on confidence of participants’ regarding CALS.
For Question10 at time point one, 65.1% agreed they felt confident caring for a post
operative cardiac surgical patient. The majority of participants’ continued to select
agree to the question but this fell to 55.8% at time point two, with a further fall to
52.2% at time point three.
The data for Q11 showed that the majority of participants’ selected agree, 68.6%,
when asked about their confidence in identifying a deteriorating cardiac surgical
patient at time point one. The majority of participants’ continued to select agree at
time point two but the percentage fell to 53.5% at time point two. A time point three
the answer continued to be agree and the percentage rose slightly by 3% to 56.5%.
There was a sustained increase in those who strongly agreed at timepoint two (43%)
and timepoint three (42%).
Question 12 demonstrated the majority of participants’ selected agree, 67.4%, when
asked if they were confident with the resuscitation of a CT patient at time point one.
The majority of participants’ continued to select agree at time point two but the
percentage fell to 65.1% at time point two. At time point three the responses
continued to be agree and the percentage fell to 50.7%.
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Responses for Q13 illustrated a broader range of responses. At time point one, 46.5%
selected disagree and only 36% agree, when asked if they felt confident to participate
in a sternotomy TODAY. At time point two, 4.7% answered diasgree and 61.6%
answered agree. However, at time point three 40.6% answered disagree and 46.4%
answered agree.

Table 4: Q10-13 CALS Confidence: frequencies and percentages at time point
one, two and three
CONFIDENCE
Q10. I feel
confident caring
for a post-operative
CT patient

T1

3(3.5%)

5(5.8%)

56(65.1%)

22(25.6%)

T2

3(3.5%0

3(3.5%)

48(55.8%)

32(37.2%)

T3

0(0%)

2(2.9%)

36(52.2%)

31(44.9%)

Q11. I feel
confident
identifying a
deteriorating CT
patient

T1

2(2.3%)

3(3.5%)

59(68.6%)

22(25.6%)

T2

3(3.5%)

0(0%)

46(53.5%)

37(43%)

T3

0(0%)

1(1.4%)

39(56.5%)

29(42%)

Q12: I feel
confident assisting
with the
resuscitation of a
CT patient.

T1

3(3.5%)

13(15.1%)

58(67.4%)

12(14%)

T2

3(3.5%)

1(1.2%)

56(65.1%)

26(30.2%)

T3

0(0%)

15(21.7%)

35(50.7%)

19(27.5%)

Q13: I feel
confident to assist
with a resternotomy Today

T1

8(9.3%)

40(46.5%)

31(36%)

7(8.1%)

T2

3(3.5%)

4(4.7%)

53(61.6%)

26(30.2%)

T3

4(5.8%)

28(40.6%)

32(46.4%)

5(7.2%)

SD=Strongly Disagree D=Disagree A=Agree SD= Strongly Agree
T1= Timepoint 1 T2=Timepoint 2 T3= Timepoint 3
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Table 5: McNemar test and Mann Whitney U test for Q10-13 at time point two
and three.

Question
number

Time point
two

Time point
three

N=86

N=69

McNemar
test

Mann
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

(p value)

(mean rank)

(p value)

Mann
Whitney
U
(u Value)

64.75
increase to
74.25
67.42
increase to
71.58
73.16 drop to
65.84
84.79 drop to
54.21

p= 0.111

u=2052

p= 0.480

u=2237

p= 0.22

u=2128

p<0.001**

u=1325

Q10

Confidence

0.688

Q11

Confidence

0.625

Q12

Confidence

0.002**

Q13

Confidence

<0.001**

p <0.05*, p<0.01**

r value at six months with the Cohen Effect Criteria(96)
Q10= 0.13
Small effect
Q11= 0.06
Very small effect
Q12= 0.1
Small effect
Q13= 0.4
Medium to Large effect
.1= small effect, .3 medium effect, .5 large effect.

Statistically the p value following the McNemar test for Q10 and 11for the paired
data showed no significant change at time point two (see Table 5). This indicated that
there was no confidence change from time point one to time point two. The
application of the Mann Whitney U test, at time point three, depicted in Table 5,
shows a rise in the mean rank scores from 64.75 to 74.25 and insignificant statistical
changes in the p value, u value and r value showing small effect which denoted that
the confidence after the education day was retained for Q10 and Q11 from time point
two to time point three. When these results were combined with the frequencies and
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percentages from Table 4 for time point three, overall, the confidence was retained,
although notably only 52.2% for Q10 and 56.5% for Q11.
There was a statistically significant increase in agreement of the participants’
confidence for Q12 (p<0.002) when measured at time point two. Following the
Mann Whitney U test for Q12 at time point three, there was a fall in the mean rank
scores from 73.16 to 65.85 but no statistically significant change in the p value =
0.22, u value and r value demonstrating small effect. Combining this data in
conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time point three, 50.7%, the
confidence was not retained at time point three.
Statistically the p value for Q13, following the McNemar test, was significant
therefore there was an increase in confidence from time point one to time point two
(p<0.001). Following the Mann Whitney U test for Q13, there was a large fall in the
mean rank scores from 84.79 to 54.21 but also a statistical change in the p value (p<
0.001), a change in u value and r value also demonstrating a medium effect.
Reviewing this data in conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time
point three, showed there was a loss of perceived confidence at time point three.

4.3.4 Questions 14-19
The questions in the questionnaire from Q14 –Q19 were answered in Likert format
with strongly disagree (SD), disagree (D), agree (A), and strongly agree (SA). These
questions were focused on confidence of participants’ regarding CALS.
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Table 6: Q14-19 CALS Confidence: frequencies and percentages at time point
two and three

Questions

Time Point

SD

D

A

SA

Q14: I feel confident with
my knowledge of the
Cardiothoracic Advanced
Life Support (CALS)
protocol.

T2

2(2.3%)

2(2.3%)

64(74.4%)

18(20.9%)

T3

0(0%)

33(47.8%)

33(47.8%)

3(4.3%)

Q15: I feel lectures
T2
provided me with the
knowledge that I need to
T3
care for a CT patient when
implementing CALS.

1(1.2%)

1(1.2%)

55(64%)

29(33.7%)

0(0%)

14(20.3%)

44(63.8%)

11(15.9

Q16: I feel the clinical
group simulations are
beneficial in helping me
practice implementing
CALS.

T2

2(2.3%)

1(1.2%)

22(25.6%)

61(70.9%0

T3

0(0%)

0(0%)

26(37.7%)

43(62.3%)

Questions

Time
Point
T2

SD

D

A

SA

2(2.3%)

0(0%)

34(39.5%)

50(58.1%)

T3

0(0%)

4(5.8%)

44(63.8%)

21(30.4%)

Q18: I feel I need more
EDUCATION regarding
CALS.

T2
T3

0(0%)
0(0%)

28(32.6%)
6(8.7%)

58(67.4%)
63(91.3%)

0(0%)
0(0%)

Q19: I feel I need more
SKILL PRACTICE
regarding CALS.

T2

0(0%)

21(24.4%)

65(75.6%)

0(0%)

T3

0(0%)

4(5.8%)

65(94.2%)

0(0%)

Q17: I feel the feedback
provided post simulations
was beneficial and helped
me to improve my skills.

SD=Strongly Disagree D=Disagree A=Agree SD= Strongly Agree
T1= Timepoint 1 T2=Timepoint 2 T3= Timepoint 3
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As depicted in Table 6, the frequency and percentage data for Q14 showed 74.4% of
participants’ answered agree, when asked if they felt confident in their knowledge of
CALS at time point two. However when asked again at time point three there was a
splitof responses with 47.8% answering diasagree and 47.8% answereing agree
regaring their confidence in their knowledge of CALS.
Analysing the data for Q15 showed 64% of participants’ agreed at time point two
when asked if the lectures provided them with the knowledge that they needed to
care for a CT patient when implementing CALS. At time point three, 63.8% of the
respondents agreed.
The percentages measured at time point two for Q16 showed 70.9% strongly agreed
that the clinical group simulations were beneficial in helping practice implementing
CALS. When measured again at time point three, participants answered 62.3%
strongly agree with 0% for disagree and strongly disagree.
For Question 17, at time point two 58.1% of respondents answered strongly agree
when asked if they feel the feedback provided post simulations was beneficial and
helped them to improve my skills. When measured again at time point three most
participants answered agree at 63.8%.
For Question 18, the data showed, when asked at time point two, that 67.4% felt they
needed more EDUCATION regarding CALS. When asked at time point three, 91.3%
of the respondents answered agree.
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Responses at time point two for Question 19 illustrated 75.6% felt they needed more
SKILL PRACTICE regarding CALS. When asked again at time point three, 94.2%
of participants also agreed they needed more skills practice.

Table 7: Mann Whitney U test results for Q14-Q19 from time point two to time
point three
Time point
three
Mann
Whitney U

Question number

Q14

Confidence

Q15

Confidence

Q16

Confidence

Q17

Confidence

Q18

Confidence

Q19

Confidence

*p<0.05, **P<0.01

Mean Rank
N=69
84.79 drop to
54.21
79.25 drop to
59.75
70.93 drop to
68.07
79.46 drop to
59.54
61.00 increase
to 78.00
63.50 increase
to 75.50

Mann Whitney Mann Whitney
U
U
p value
N=69
p<0.000**

U value
N=69
U=1325

p<0.001**

U=1708

p=0.611

U=2281

p<0.001**

U=1693

p<0.001**

U=1794

p=0.004**

U=1966

r value at six months with the Cohen Effect Criteria(95)
Q14= 0.5
Large effect
Q15= 0.28
Small to medium effect
Q16= 0.04
Very small effect
Q17= 0.29 (0.3)
Medium effect
Q18= 0.3
Medium effect
Q19= 0.24
Small effect
.1= small effect, .3 medium effect, .5 large effect.

Following the Mann Whitney U test for Q14 at time point three, there was a fall in
the mean rank scores from 84.79 to 54.21 with a statistical measured change in the p
and u value with the r value showing a large effect signifying a fall in confidence
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(see Table 7). Reviewing this data in conjunction with the percentages and
frequencies of time point three (see Table 6), 47.8% disagreed that they felt confident
with their knowledge of CALS while 47.8% agreed they felt confident with their
knowledge of CALS confidence.
For Q15 from time point two to time point three, there was a fall in the mean rank
scores from 79.25 to 59.75 and a statistically significant change in the p
value(p<0.0001), alongside a reduced u value and r value showing medium effect,
indicating a fall in agreed confidence from time point two (see Table 7). Combining
this data in conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time point three (see
Table 6), a small fall to 63.8% agreed they felt the lectures provided them with the
knowledge to confidently implement CALS.
For Q16 at time point three, there was a fall in the mean rank scores from 70.93 to
68.07 and no statistical change in the p value or u value measured, r value showing
small effect therefore signifying an insignificant change in confidence (see Table 7).
Combining this data in conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time
point three (see Table 6), a fall to 62.3% strongly agreed the clinical group
simulations were beneficial in helping them practice implementing CALS.
For Q17 at time point three, there was a significant fall in the mean rank scores from
79.46 to 59.54, the p value was significant (p<0.001), there was a change in the u
value with r value showing a medium effect (see Table 7). Combining this data in
conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time point three (see Table 6),
63.8% agreed the feedback provided post simulations was beneficial and helped
them to improve their skills.
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For Q18 at time point three, there was a significant rise in the mean rank scores from
61.00 to 78.00, the p value was significant (p = 0.001), u value decreased, and the r
value showed medium effect signifying a rise in confidence (see Table 7).
Combining this data in conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time
point three (see Table 6), a large rise to 91.3% agreed they felt they needed more
education regarding CALS.
For Q19 at time point three, there was a significant rise in the mean rank scores from
63.5 to 75.00, the p value was significant (p=0.004), u value decreased although the r
value showed small effect, signifying a rise in confidence (see Table 7). Combining
this data in conjunction with the percentages and frequencies of time point three (see
Table 6), a rise to 94.2% agreed they felt they needed more skill practice regarding
CALS.
Q14= 0.5
Q15= 0.28
Q16= 0.04
Q17= 0.29 (0.3)
Q18= 0.3
Q19= 0.24

Large effect
Small to medium effect
Very small effect
Medium effect
Medium effect
Small effect
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Figure 9: Percentage Agreement by time point

% Agreement by timepoint
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KEY:
•

PRE education day: Time point one: on the graph (in blue) the percentages
for question seven to question nine. Questions seven to nine focus on
knowledge. Question 10 to 13 focus on confidence. Before the training day
the percentages of staff who were knowledgeable and confident regarding the
care of cardiothoracic patients were high.

•

POST education day: Time point two: on the graph (in orange) shows the
percentages for questions from question seven to question thirteen. An
increase in percentages in all questions is seen at the end the training day.

•

Six months post education day: Time point three: on the graph (in grey).
These questions were asked at six months after the training day. There is a
consistent drop in all question percentages except question 18 and question
19.
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Q19

4.3.5 Time point one and time point three
To examine retention of knowledge and confidence in the longer term, the
quantitative data from time point one was compared to time point three, see Tables 8
and 9.
Table 8: Q7-13 CALS Knowledge and Confidence: frequencies and percentages
at time point one and three
KNOWLEDGE

T1
(N=86)

T1
(N=86)

T3
(N=69

T3
(N=69)

Q7. Can you name the three first
line instruments for a
sternotomy?
Q8. Are you aware of any
differences when resucitating a
CT patient versus non CT
patient?

17
(19.8%)

69
(80.2%)

5
(7.2%)

64
(92.8%)

39
(45.3%)

47
(54.7%)

20
(29%)

49
(71%)

Q9. Can you name 2 causes for
bleeding in a CT patient?

27
(31.4%)

59
(68.6%)

4
(5.8%)

65
(94.2%)

Questions

No

yes

No

Yes

T1= Timepoint 1 T2=Timepoint 2 T3= Timepoint 3

CONFIDENCE
Questions

Time point

SD

D

A

SA

Q10. I feel
confident caring
for a postoperative CT
patient
Q11. I feel
confident
identifying a
deteriorating CT
patient
Q12: I feel
confident assisting
with the
resuscitation of a
CT patient.
Q13: I feel
confident to assist
with a resternotomy Today

T1

3(3.5%)

5(5.8%)

56(65.1%)

22(25.6%)

T3

0(0%)

2(2.9%)

36(52.2%)

31(44.9%)

T1

2(2.3%)

3(3.5%)

59(68.6%)

22(25.6%)

T3

0(0%)

1(1.4%)

39(56.5%)

29(42%)

T1

3(3.5%)

13(15.1%)

58(67.4%)

12(14%)

T3

0(0%)

15(21.7%)

35(50.7%)

19(27.5%)

T1

8(9.3%)

40(46.5%)

31(36%)

7(8.1%)

T3

4(5.8%)

28(40.6%)

32(46.4%)

5(7.2%)
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SD=Strongly Disagree D=Disagree A=Agree SD= Strongly Agree
T1= Timepoint 1 T2=Timepoint 2 T3= Timepoint 3

Table 9: Q7-13 CALS Knowledge and Confidence: Mann Whitney U test at
time point one and three

Question number

Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13

Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Confidence
Confidence
Confidence
Confidence

Time point
one

Time point
three

Time point
three

N=86

N=69

N=69

N=69

Mann
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

Mann
Whitney U

Mean
Rank

Mean
Rank

p value

U value

73.68
72.35
69.17
70.27
71.52
74.85
74.77

83.38
85.04
89.01
87.64
86.08
81.92
82.02

p =0.027*,
p =0.038*,
P=0.000**
P=0.006**

u=2595
u=2481

p=0.017
p=0.267
p=0.278

u=2207
u=2302
u=2410
u=2696
u=2689

p <0.05*, p<0.01**
As illustrated in Tables 8 and 9, there was a significant increase in the participants’
knowledge around the instruments used (p<0.05), the resuscitation techniques used
(p<0.05) and the causes of bleeding (p <0.001) that was retained at six months.
Question 10 demonstrated a significant increase in confidence caring for a postoperative CT patient with 65.1% of respondents answering agree and 25.6%
answering strongly agree at time point one which increased to 52.2 of respondents
agreeing and 44.9% strongly agreeing at time point 3 an increase in mean rank, a p
value<0.05) and u value 2595. Similarly, question 11 demonstrated a significant
increase in the participants’ confidence to identify a deteriorating patient at time
point three. Table 8 shows the level of agreement at time point one to be agree 68.6% and strongly agree- 25.6% which increased to agree 56.5% and strongly agree
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at 42% at time point three (see Table 8). The mean rank increased from 71.52 to
86.07, a p value of<0.05and a u value of 2481 (see Table 9). This demonstrated that
confidence was retained significantly from the education day to six months. The
level of agreement of participants’ confidence to assist with resuscitating a CT
patient (Question 12) increased from agree 67.4%, strongly agree 14% with 15.1%
disagreeing at time point one to agree 50.7% and strongly agree 27.5% with an
increase in respondents disagreeing at 21.7% for time point three (see Table 8).
Despite a mean rank increase from 74.85 to 81.92; p=0.267 and u value 2696 (see
Table 9) was not significant resulting in no improvement from time point one to time
point three for this question. When asked if they felt confident to assist with a
sternotomy TODAY (Question 13) responses demonstrated 36% agree, and 8.1%
strongly agree but disagree 46.5% at time point one compared with agree 50.7%,
strongly agree 27.5% and disagree 40.6% at time point three (see Table 8). A nonsignificant mean rank increase was measured of 74.77 to 82.02, p= 0.278 and u value
of 2689 (see Table 9). Despite measured changes in mean rank there was
insignificant improvement, therefore the confidence was not retained for question 13
at time point three.
In all questions, apart from question 12 and question 13, there was retention of
CALS knowledge and confidence from time point one to time point three at six
months.

4.4 Summary of Quantitative findings
4.4.1 Time point one and two findings:
When the data was analysed and compared at time point one and time point two; the
answers revealed an increase in the percentages for all the questions pertaining to
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knowledge and confidence and the p value was statistically significant in all the
questions. This demonstrated an increase in knowledge and confidence following the
education and training day. Therefore, the quantitative data results from time point
one and two show that the education day was associated with a statistically
significant improvement in the participants’ knowledge of CALS and their
confidence implementing CALS.
4.4.2 Time point three findings:
The results from the data analysis at time point three demonstrated that the
participants’ lost a statistically significant degree of knowledge and confidence over
the course of a six-month period. However, the participants’ recognised the need for
further training and practice as seen from the results of questions18 and 19 with
significant increased percentages in agreement.

4.4.3 Time point one and time point three findings:
The comparison of the data at time point one and time point three, demonstrated a
not unexpected drop in knowledge and confidence six months post the education day.
However, a degree of knowledge and confidence retention was seen in all questions
apart from question 12 and 13.
In summary, interpreting the quantitative data from three time points allowed for a
more definitive picture. The data analysis demonstrated an improvement in
participant knowledge and confidence immediately post the education day. There
was a significant decrease in knowledge and confidence at six months, however
some degree of knowledge and confidence were retained from the education day to
the six-month time point.
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4.4 Qualitative data findings:
The qualitative analysis explored the participants’ experiences undertaking the CALS
educational intervention. These experiences were discussed in the focus group.
Following the thematic analysis outlined in chapter three; four qualitative categories
were pinpointed.
1. Confidence
2. Scope of practice
3. Roles
4. Knowledge and skills
The categories are interrelated with the delivery of CALS at the patient bedside.
Figure 10 shows the categories that were identified and demonstrates how each
category is closely connected and impacted by the other.
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Figure 10: Qualitative Categories

1: Confidence
“Not
completely on
my own”

4: Knowledge
and skills “
"Hands on
sticks in your
mind”

2: Scope of
practise “Am I
covered?”

3: Roles “ I
am the pump
lady”

1: Confidence:
P2: Not completely on my own.

This comment was delivered in the context of teamwork and having medical support
on hand at the commencement of a CALS resuscitation. P2 did not feel confident
despite the CALS training and education to initiate a CALS protocol without
assistance. This may have been a reflection on P2’s personal confidence rather than a
reflection on the CALS training and education. It could be argued that if the training
had been enough then P2 should have felt confident in her abilities.
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2: Scope of practise:
P1: Am I covered?

This comment was delivered regarding the legal implications of nurses initiating and
assisting with a re-sternotomy and pulling sternal wires from the chest. The underlying
feedback from the participants throughout the education day was a degree of disbelief
regarding the underlying legalities of commencing and participating in a CALS resternotomy, despite reassurance from the CALS faculty and the stakeholders.
3: Roles:
P1: I am the pump lady.

This comment referred to preplanning an allocated role they (the participants’) would
prefer prior to a CALS resuscitation. The pump lady refers to managing the
intravenous infusions and the delivery pumps attached to the patient during the
resuscitation. This category interlinks with category 1 and 2, the nurse would prefer to
assume a role they were comfortable would allow them to remain within their personal
vision of their scope of practice and subsequently they confident they could participate
in this role.
4: Knowledge and skills:
P2: Hands on sticks in your mind.

This comment is related to learning with simulation and its retention value through
physically doing the tasks. The focus group valued the simulation training as they felt
this embedded the roles and CALS resuscitation for them.
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The resulting themes relating to step 4 of the data analysis were:
1. Will there be enough nursing and medical support for me if I must do a
CALS resuscitation?
2. Will there be legal ramifications from the patient or the hospital if I do CALS
as this seems like a medical procedure?
3. I am scared to do CALS but if you give me a pre-allocated role that might
help.
4. I would like more practice, so I can have the necessary skills at my fingertips.

Further analysis of the qualitative data resulted in four themes being identified and
were supported by participants’ verbatim comments as seen in Table 8.
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Table 8: Qualitative themes and verbatim comments

Theme title: Not on my own?
Description: “not being the one to make that actual decision. I wouldn’t be happy to
make that actual decision.”
“I wouldn’t be confident prior to the study day at all in a CALS scenario.
feel I would be confident with other people …not completely on my own

Now I

Nursing staff lacked confidence to implement CALS as a resuscitation method if
there were no medical staff present, despite telephone access to an ICU consultant at
all times.
Theme title: Am I covered?
Description: “You might stuff it up. Scalpel through something you shouldn’t”.
“It’s not like we normally cut people open”
Nursing staff were concerned that the risks associated with implementing CALS may
leave them open to legal ramifications as historically this has been a surgeoninitiated procedure
Theme title: Tell me my role!
Description:” if you think, well which role am I going to be if it happens then it’s
easier to say yeah, I’ll be confident yeah, I can do that role.”
“I am the pump lady?”
“If you think well, which role am I going to be if it happens then it’s easier”
Nursing staff felt more confident implementing CALS if they pre-allocated
themselves a role if they were caring for a cardiac surgical patient.
Theme title: Hands on sticks in your mind!
on sticks in your mind
Description: “the visual, visual see and do”
“Practicing before the real thing”
“feeling what its actually like to cut a wire”
“hearing about something is quite different to actually watching someone do it or
being done”
Nursing staff were eager to continue to practice their CALS skills as they wanted to
embed the new skills
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Theme 1: Not completely on my own
The confidence required to make the clinical decision without medical support being
present is reflected in the theme ‘not completely on my own’.
The focus groups concern from theme one, centred around making a clinical decision
to commence CALS alone without medical support in the initial few minutes of a
deterioration or cardiac arrest. This related to confidence surrounding implementing
CALS by the participants. They were happy to implement CALS but with a very
structured team approach and a medical lead.
P2: Not being the one to make that actual decision. I wouldn’t be happy to make that
actual decision.
P2: I wouldn’t be confident prior to the study day at all in a CALS scenario.

Now

I feel I would be confident with other people …not completely on my own

Much of the fear surrounding CALS appeared to be the re-sternotomy portion of the
resuscitation and nursing staff initiating CALS as the bedside nurse or assisting with
CALS.
P3: You don’t have to decide (to CALS) the consultant decide
P1: You might only have a resident.

P2: You wouldn’t feel that we were out of our scope, not being the one to make that
actual decision. I wouldn’t be happy to make that actual decision.
P2: Now I feel I would be confident with other people
P1: You would never be on your own anyway
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When, considering the demographic data within the ICU, CNs are the senior nursing
staff on the clinical floor, and are subsequently trained to take the lead in times of a
crisis. Senior nurses will step in and assume control of a deteriorating situation if
needed or activate contacting senior medical staff earlier rather than later. Some of
the focus group participants remembered that the activation of a CALS resuscitation
would be a collaborative nursing approach of the bedside nurse, senior CN nursing
staff and medical staff, be that junior medical staff, or not.
P2: I feel I would never actually be in control. As a clinical nurse I suppose if you
were coordinating you might be in more control.

Interestingly, not one of the group referred to the practice and training they had and
received and that recalling this might give them confidence. They continued to view
commencing a CALS, despite reassurance and training, as a medical decision.

Theme 2: Am I covered?
Nursing staff were concerned that the risks associated with implementing CALS may
leave them open to legal ramifications, as historically this has been a surgeoninitiated procedure. The thoughts of initiating a CALS resuscitation within the ICU
made the participants’ very apprehensive. The opening of a chest, re-sternotomy, in
extenuating circumstances is not the everyday norm for nursing and medical staff.
This is considered a surgical procedure conducted by surgeons.
P5: You might stuff it up. Scalpel through something you shouldn’t.
P1: It’s not like we normally cut people open……. this is more theatre stuff isn’t it

The underlying fear of the focus group participants was that they were making
themselves vulnerable to litigation from the patient if they opened the chest at the
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wrong phase of CALS. Hence the recurring need for medical staff to be present and a
verbal medical order over the phone if the doctor was not present at the bedside. The
ICU leadership team, intensive care medical staff and cardiac surgeons recognised
the need for a medical confirmation to commence CALS and this was added to the
departmental guideline. Despite this the participants did not feel fully reassured. This
may lie in historical issues where medical staff have held nursing staff accountable
for poor decision making in a crisis and what nurses considered their personal scope
of practice.
P1: Although we’ve been assured that we are covered
P3: I think we won’t actually feel out of our scope until we have actually had to do it

Now that CALS has been introduced and is part of the care in ICU, participants’ may
continue to need reassurance to adopt CALS into their practice- will they act and step
up if needed?
P1: Some people were really ready to jump in……We will just let them!

Some participants were happy to step outside what they personally saw as their scope
of practice and others were not comfortable with this concept. The concept of CALS
seemed so enormous to the group, that despite reassurance during the education day,
they still felt very nervous regarding the ramifications. On reflection, possibly the
reluctance lies in commencing a CALS resuscitation at night when senior medical
support is reduced, and cardiac surgical teams are offsite.
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Theme 3: Tell me my role!
Nursing staff felt more confident implementing CALS if they pre-allocated
themselves a role if they were caring for a cardiac surgical patient.
During the focus group some of the participants’ discussed that they had
already preassigned themselves roles that they were comfortable and familiar
with if a CALS arrest occurred in the future.
P1: If you think, well which role am I going to be if it happens then it’s easier to say
yeah, I’ll be confident yeah, I can do that role.
Interviewer so there is a bit of forethought?
Reply P3: Yes, so what’s your role in the unit (ICU) today, so what would you be
doing

The participants were only concerned about the surgical roles and using skill sets that
were unfamiliar, they were happy to assist and initiate all the other roles.
Interestingly these roles are roles they are familiar with when initiating a normal
resuscitation. The participants were keen to fall back into comfortable positions in a
time of stress. Despite the CALS training and the departmental guideline providing
reassurance behind rationales and medical confirmation to proceed, participants’ in
the focus group remained concerned.
P3: Like any new skill there is going to be some apprehension until we become
comfortable with it

Interestingly, this comment by P3, is very important. As previously discussed, only
3-4 re-sternotomies occur a year. Therefore, there is not much opportunity to use the
learned skills in a real-life scenario. This puts more emphasis on regular CALS
training, because receiving 2-3 postoperative patients a day to the ICU, nursing staff
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must be ready to act if needed in the best interest of the patient. Certainly, regular
continuous practice will increase confidence. This has already been shown in normal
resuscitations where nurses do not hesitate to commence CPR and was alluded to by
the focus group.
P2: Well before I would obviously have gone straight to jump on the chest.

It could be said, if staff have received training then there is no feasible reason not to
initiate a CALS resuscitation if required. The group together also said they would
continue to feel confident if they practised the skills on a regular basis.
P3: I think having it mandatory every year that we do the CALS study day……will
totally help

P2: Yeah great idea. We feel more comfortable and confident in getting there

Theme 4: Hands on sticks in your mind
Nursing staff were eager to continue to practice their CALS skills as they wanted to
embed the new skills. The participants agreed that the more hands-on practice they
had, the more their performance and confidence would improve and grow.
The group verbalised that they enjoyed the lectures, workshops, skill stations and
simulations. They agreed collectively that this was a beneficial way to learn new
skills. Also, this educational approach helped with the learning and retention of the
skills.
P3: The simulation and the role playing are definitely a way that all of us learn well. I
think having that, really is much better than reading it off a departmental guideline. I
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think having a whole day of simulation, practicing different roles was a really very
effective way to educate.
P1: Definitely the practice for me
P2: I just think the scenarios, hands on, stick in your mind and I just find it easier to
learn that way then listening to lectures and things

ICE CATS simulation and lectures were a productive educational bundle approach
for CALS. It incorporated adult learning theories such as relevancy, realistic nature
of timing of the successful simulation and rationales behind CALS and the
deteriorating patient.
P2: Because hearing about something is quite different to actually watching someone
doing it or being done
P1: The visual, the visual see and do
P4: Practicing before the real thing

and introducing the use of cognitive aids such as the departmental guideline
P3: So, you don’t always retain everything from the whole day but that’s why you
have the other resources to refresh.

and the algorithm with the CALS roles to help embed the change of practice
P1: Just thinking about how many wires there are. Making that part of your checks
and things
P1: I must admit that even today that I am getting the heart back. I’ve gone to the
trolley and had a quick squiz, it’s always good to refresh
Interviewer: you felt the ICECATS education improved your knowledge?
P2: Definitely without a doubt
P1: 100%
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P5: Everybody was able to pull the wires out. We watched it three times, simulated a
couple of times.
P4: Definitely the practice for me!

The focus group acknowledged the importance of being ready to initiate CALS at a
moment’s notice.
Linking the resulting themes, demonstrates a common connection of apprehension
within the group when considering implementing CALS. Fear from the participants’
that this form of resuscitation was frightening and appeared to be a bridge too far from
their normal practice.
Following the discussion when asked if there were any positive aspects to CALS, the
participants’ acknowledged that it would benefit their cardiac surgical patients.
Interviewer: so, are there any positive aspects to that (CALS)?
P1: Yeah! The patient survives!
P4: Yeah! Things happen a lot quicker, you are not standing around waiting for the
sternotomy team to turn up. You can actually do something beforehand.

It appears from the data that the participants were willing to adopt the changes with
clear legal clarification, medical reassurance, and more skill practice. They were also
happy to take ownership for refreshing their knowledge independently by using the
educational adjuncts available, such as the departmental guideline and reviewing the
CALS trolley and laminated protocols and roles.
P3: I’ve gone back and looked at the guideline because I think at the time you think
yeah this is all good but definitely gone back and looked because oh yeah, I’ve
forgotten those bits and those bits. So, you don’t always retain everything from the
whole day but that’s why you have the other resources to refresh.
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The need for medical leadership surrounding the commencement of a CALS
resuscitation was paramount, following a medical directive (in person or by phone) the
nurses were happy to commence CALS; knowing that the medical team were
responsible for the activation of CALS lent reassurance to the nursing staff. The
perception was that despite nursing staff commencing a CALS resuscitation, the
medical staff were ultimately responsible for the directive to commence the
resuscitation.
During a normal cardiac resuscitation, there are six main roles for staff to follow, but
as seen below, when participating in a CALS resuscitation there is an addition of two
further roles. These roles were included to perform the reopening of the chest. Roles
seven and eight are new to participants’ and appear to be the cause of the most angst
and fear. Traditionally roles seven and eight have been roles facilitated by surgeons or
senior medical staff. However now with the introduction of CALS there might
conceivably be two nurses working together to re-open the chest, so the medical team
taking responsibility and authority allayed nursing fears regarding stepping outside
their scope of practice.
P1: It’s not like we normally cut people open. While I realise there was already an
incision there, we would never take a scalpel to a patient, you know, and put retractors
in. This is more theatre stuff isn’t it. So yeah it is kind of stepping outside our scope of
practice.

4.4.1 Summary of Qualitative findings:
In summary the focus group were concerned with four categories regarding
implementing CALS. The categories were confidence, scope of practice, CALS
roles, knowledge, and skills. These four categories, when investigated further,
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revealed that the group did not feel confident to initiate a CALS resuscitation without
senior medical staff present. They continued to doubt the legalities surrounding
CALS performed by nurses but were generally agreeable to proceed with CALS if
they received confirmation from a senior doctor (either an ICU or cardiac surgeon
consultant). The group felt pre allocating themselves a CALS role prior to the event
reduced the stress of thinking about CALS. The importance of maintaining CALS
skills was highlighted by the group and they agreed yearly mandatory training would
improve confidence and that regularly reading the CALS departmental guideline
would help to remind them of any of the process they had forgotten. The categories
and themes all interlinked, resulting in improvement in one category offsetting
improvement of another category, such as regular skill practice improving nursing
confidence. The group felt they could use their resources to refresh at any time. The
group were open to discussion and happy to talk about the positives and negatives
surrounding the education intervention and CALS implementation. The group
seemed to forget that medical staff are available in ICU 24 hours a day and seven
days a week. The group did not seem remember to take confidence in the fact they
are very well-trained ICU nurses and have experience in all different scenarios with
deteriorating patients.

4.5 Summary:
In total four education days were held over a period of four months; this was
staggered so all participants completed the questionnaire six months after the initial
training. Eighty-six nurses completed pre/post questionnaires on the training day and
69 participants completed the six-month post education questionnaire. The
percentages and mean ranks analysed for knowledge and confidence on the training
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day improved greatly, and although declined significantly at six months remained
significantly better than time point one. The interview group conducted at 16 weeks
after the education day allowed for more intimate discussions around the education,
delivery, simulation, scope of practice and the feelings of the nursing staff thus
allowing the researcher to discover the underlying themes. The qualitative data
analysis showed a reluctance by participants to adopt CALS as they were concerned
regarding the changes to their roles in a resuscitation. Combining both methods
completed a picture regarding the education intervention and application of CALS.
Most staff welcomed the CALS training and the verbal feedback suggested they
really enjoyed the simulation stations. However, as time progressed 16 weeks and six
months, some staff began to doubt their abilities to perform CALS due to loss of
knowledge and confidence and continued anxiety regarding legal ramifications of an
extended nursing role.
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the analysis and interpretation of the research data, the
results found, what this really means for frontline nursing staff and how the results
will impact the future delivery of CALS education within the ICU.

5.2 Research questions
The aim of this study was to answer the following questions:
1. Is an education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and simulation,
an effective way to support intensive care nursing staff knowledge and skills
when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
2. Is the education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to retain intensive care nursing staff skills when
delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
3. How does the educational intervention influence staff confidence when
activating this practice change at the bedside in ICU?

5.3 Discussion review
By undertaking this research, the aim was to investigate the introduction of CALS as
a specific resuscitation protocol and the impact of this change of practice for ICU
nursing staff. Most of the literature surrounding CALS protocols and resuscitation
focuses on re-sternotomy times and not necessarily on the emotions and confidence
of the staff involved. The researcher wished to focus the attention on the education
program, the retention of the information, emotive feelings and confidence of nursing
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staff implementing this practice change. Yes, they can open the chest in the fiveminute time frame following the education and simulation training, but did the staff
retain their confidence to continue to practice CALS in the future? What would
increase staff confidence to perform CALS, six months after the education day or in
a years’ time?

The demographic data painted a picture of highly skilled and qualified nursing staff
with extensive experience and training in the ICU environment and caring for postoperative cardiac surgery patients. In fact, considering the experienced demographic
of the ICU nursing staff, not many aspects to the CALS education and training were
completely new or never seen before.

5.3.1 Response to the research questions
Due to the experienced demographic of staff the foundations for scaffolding new
knowledge were already present. Most staff (66%) had already experienced their
cardiac surgical patient deteriorating, had participated in an emergency resternotomy in some role and were aware of the process regarding activating ICU and
medical teams for help. Reviewing the literature acknowledges the importance of
participants’ understanding the rationales supporting the change in clinical
interventions, practicing the skills, and applying the knowledge assist to embed
practice changes(82, 98). This holds true with this highly experienced cohort of
nursing participants.
The education day consisted of didactic lectures, workshops, and simulation scenario
practice. Delivering didactic lectures within the ICE CATS education program
provided a recap of core information for the participants’ while utilising adult
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learning theories and allowed time for questions and clarification around the
implementation of CALS. Mohanna et al. discuss the concept of adult learners who
are driven to learn new skills and theory because they see the relevance of this, they
also bring their experience to the learning table and take responsibility for their own
learning. (43, 98)When discussing adult learners and experience; we can apply the
constructivism theory to this discussion. This theory incorporates the adults’
previous experiences with the teacher and including these experiences into the
teaching program .(99) Adult learning incorporates various aspects of the three main
learning theories Behaviourist, Cognitive and Motivational. (9) Lectures, skill
stations and simulation stations were the optimal way to introduce a new skill and
mode of resuscitation to a highly skilled nursing team with plenty of nursing
experience. The experienced ICU staff, following the lectures, were aware that the
implementation of CALS to the deteriorating cardiac surgery patient would save
lives. The quantitative data demonstrated that immediately following the education
day there was a significant increase in knowledge, skills and confidence surrounding
CALS and the information delivered via the lectures, skills stations and simulations
were evaluated positively by the participants.
As seen from the initial literature search surrounding educational interventions, they
are based around experiential learning. Kolb and colleagues (54) write that
experiential learning is when knowledge is acquired through experience and this in
turn alters actions the next time a similar experience occurs. This occurs due to
learning from the initial experience. The experiential learning occurred with the use
of simulation and reconstructing CALS scenarios as a teaching strategy. Constructing
a learning environment, with a patient in a life or death scenario is ethically not
possible but creating a virtual scenario through simulation can set the learning scene.
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Employing an experiential approach to meet learning outcomes will embed this
training and allow staff to draw on these new skills when required. The focus of the
CALS training program relies on the blending of the lecture knowledge with the
simulation practice. (89) The role of the lecture remains important in education
delivery as it delivers a base of knowledge to staff but is not the sole mode of
education delivery.(39) Delivering didactic lectures within the ICECATS education
program provided a recap of core information for the participants’ while
incorporating adult learning theories and allowed time for questions and clarification
around the implementation of CALS. The lectures addressed the knowledge gap in a
cheap and easily delivered format. Delivering the lectures at the beginning of the
education day also ensured all the participants began the day with the same level of
knowledge. Following on from this, simulation allowed the participants to practice
the newly acquired skills. Simulation involves real time education delivery with
nurses participating in the case scenario but also importantly allows for debrief,
feedback and discussion afterwards. This promotes reflection of self and the team
and encourages discussion regarding critical thinking and real time improvements.(9)
Experiential learning encompasses applying the information learned or discussed in
the class room and transferring the information into practice which addresses the gap
between knowledge and practice at the bed side. (54, 100) The simulations allowed
the participants to practice in a safe environment and then self-reflect on how they
themselves had performed and as part as a team. The participants’ internal
rationalisation of the skills and discussion with the team at the time allowed
technicalities surrounding CALS skill delivery to be openly discussed and reviewed
with the faculty and their peers. This created an atmosphere of adult and team
learning. A randomised control trial featuring medical students conducted by
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Cortegiani et al.(98) demonstrated improved team work during high fidelity
simulation and resuscitation and Zigmont et al.(65) considered that learners as adults
recognise their need to learn and as health care workers they recognise their need to
learn and retain new skills that benefit their patients. When the gathered quantitative
data was analysed there was an improvement of knowledge and confidence from
time point one to time point two as demonstrated by the pre- and post-testing results.
The participants had little or no knowledge of CALS prior to the education day but at
the end of the day their new knowledge and skill set were statistically improved. The
data from time point two and time point three (six months) were compared and there
was a significant decrease in knowledge and confidence in most areas. This is
supported by the literature that six months without practice of newly acquired skills,
can lead to a deterioration in the retention of the skills and a reluctance to implement
the skills. (82, 101) The supporting literature acknowledges a decrease in knowledge
and confidence for any new skill set that has been learned but has not been practiced
for six months. Oermann et al.( 82) discussed the importance of practicing new skills
regularly to prevent loss of the newly acquired psychomotor skills, for without
regular practice, the participant loses their skills and Aqel et al. (101) conducted a
study of 90 student nurses and their resuscitation skills. They recognised that there
was a loss of skills after three months without regular practice. Therefore, to see a
drop in statistical measured values at time point three is not unexpected and supports
the rationale for regular training and educational updates.
When answering the research questions, the data gathered from time point one and
three is also important to review. The delivery of CALS learning using didactic
lectures and simulation was effective and the percentages and statistical data
gathered from quantitative data testing demonstrate this, except for question 12 and
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13. These questions focused on participants’ confidence assisting with the
resuscitation of a cardiac surgical patient and subsequently performing a resternotomy TODAY. This may be related to the lack of practice as mentioned above
and the concerns discussed in the focus group such as the perceived extension of
nursing scope of practice and anxiety regarding legalities.
In closing, the answer to research question one is YES. The quantitative data
collected from all time points demonstrated that the didactic lectures and simulation
were an effective way to educate intensive care nursing staff to CALS. At the
conclusion of the research, a measure of CALS knowledge and confidence was
retained by the participants at six months and the education and training tools
(lectures and simulation) were successful in their delivery of the CALS content to the
participants. The lack of practice and refresher educational updates led to a
significant drop (but not a complete loss) of knowledge and skills at six months.
The answer to the second research question is also YES. The rationale of supporting
the introduction of CALS, through the didactic lectures and hands-on practice of
simulation, did positively assist the participants’ retention of CALS as a practice
change. This was seen in the significant improvement in pre/post testing at time point
one and two. There was a statistically significant decrease in knowledge and
confidence testing between time point two and three, however when data from time
point one and time point three were compared, overall, across a six-month period
knowledge and confidence was retained despite a measured deterioration from time
point two and at time point three.
The answer to the third research question, revealed that the educational intervention
initially positively influenced staff confidence, however as time progressed their
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confidence fell, and the participants began to have doubts regarding the
implementation of CALS. This was initially seen in the qualitative data collection
from the focus group. The participants’ felt a measure of vulnerability regarding resternotomy, what was historically a surgical role. They sought to reduce the
discomfort of embracing this change and their subsequent concerns through self preallocation of CALS roles and by stepping back and allowing other staff to initiate
CALS resuscitation, waiting for medical team’s availability and confirmation to
proceed. The focus of concern was regarding reopening the patients’ chest, with or
without medical support. It appears that the participants forgot that there are two to
three steps prior to re- sternotomy. The loss of confidence was reflected in the
significant changes in p value and decrease in mean rank data at time point three.
Importantly, comparisons of quantitative data from time point one and time point
three show a measure of retained confidence, be it not as marked as immediately post
education at time point two. Interpreting the quantitative data analysis demonstrated
the education training day improved confidence clearly from the pre/post-test
measurements at time point one and two. When data from time point one and time
point three were compared, overall, across a six-month period confidence was
retained despite a measured deterioration from time point two and at time point three.
When reviewing the quantitative data alongside the qualitative data, the issues of
reduced confidence lie in lack of practice of the CALS skill set over a six-month
period. Participants’ had self-doubt regarding their participation in a CALS
resuscitation after six months. This raises yet again the rationale behind regular
practice and educational updates. This is supported by the literature that six months
without practice of newly acquired skills, can lead to a deterioration in the retention
of the skills and a reluctance to implement the skills. (82, 101)Would a reluctance to
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implement a CALS resuscitation lead to reduced outcomes for the patient? This
supports the need for the introduction of regular practice, despite CALS
resuscitation, requiring a re-sternotomy, being a rare occurrence. As highlighted by
William (48) ALS skills need to be practiced regularly in order to maintain the
specific skill set; and CALS is an ALS measure.

Addressing the concerns surrounding Cardiac Surgical Advanced Life Support
as raised by the participants:
1: Concern regarding a perceived extension to the scope of nursing practice:
As seen in the results of the demographic data, the participants for the CALS
education day and the focus group were experienced staff who understood the
rationale behind CALS and early chest reopening if required. Despite this there was a
reluctance and hesitancy to fully adopt this change. This reluctance centred around
what the participants’ perceived as an over extension of their nursing practice and the
possible legal ramifications because of this.
P1: Am I covered?

The underlying theme was one of not feeling overly comfortable with implementing
and participating in a CALS resuscitation. Following on from this, nursing staff felt
they were extending their scope of nursing practice and they were apprehensive
regarding this and needed reassurance regarding the legalities of their role. When
considering nurse participation in chest reopening in a resuscitation scenario these
fears can be understood as historically this has been a surgeon and doctor role. To
find a way of circumventing these feelings of apprehension to participate in CALS
some staff, in their own minds, had pre-allocated the role they felt most comfortable
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implementing and that they would try to assume if a CALS resuscitation occurred,
this seemed to relieve their anxiety. Donoghue et al. (102) discusses the bedside
nurse self-allocating a role that they are more comfortable filling during a
resuscitation as they are usually the first respondent on the scene and can choose.
This appears to be the case following comments from the focus group. However,
during everyday business in an ICU, the possibility of being able to choose or preallocate their own role is small as the staff may have to undertake and perform a role,
they may not have chosen for themselves. This would depend on their allocated shift
role within the ICU on that day and if the patient was their allocated patient for the
day.
Despite reassurance from the CALS faculty and ICU leadership team that CALS is
an extension of routine resuscitation methods and has been shown to improve patient
outcomes and save lives as shown by its inclusion in the Australian Resuscitation
manual, (103) the ongoing anxiety regarding personal nursing scope of practice was
highlighted in the qualitative data.
Nursing scope of practice continues to evolve and is driven by many factors
including those of a world- wide health system under pressure and where a medical
system is struggling with feet on the ground.(104, 105) As a result, nurses are being
asked to increase and expand their role for the benefit of their patients. Much of the
literature pertains to the expanding nurse role rather than the view of the nurse role
restricted to delivering simple bedside cares. The nurse in the modern era is part of
an integral clinical team working with medical/surgical practitioners for the benefit
of their patients. From the literature, nurses personally define their scope of practice
from their peers and their own personal view of their capabilities and training. (106,
107) Many experienced nurses based their scope of practice around their
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professional opinion, conditions and practitioner expertise. (108) As world health
changes and increased pressure on health systems become apparent; expansion of the
nursing scope of practice is reportedly required to deliver the best possible patient
care. (109) As a profession, nurses continuously self-evaluate their nursing role and
have recognised the need for this as a workforce participating in a continuously
evolving health care system. (104, 108, 110) While the medical practitioner
continues to lead the team nurses assume a more influential role than in previous
times. (105)Expanded practice is self-defined by the individual and is based around
experience and longevity within nursing. Throughout the literature, the terminology
between expanded and advanced nursing practice continues to be clouded. Within
the Western Australian Health Department and across Australia the nursing scope of
practice is individually and personally defined by each nurse professional and is
defined by Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia (NMBA) as RNs who
continue to develop their knowledge, skills, demonstrate leadership, are professional
and apply reliable, applicable evidence based clinical skills to their practice. (111)
According to the above information then the application of CALS is within the ICU
nursing staff professional scope of practice, although an extension of their scope of
practice, it is feasible for this practice change to be employed.
The qualitative data gathered at six months continued to show that 23% of ICU
nursing staff remained apprehensive regarding participating in and implementing
CALS.
The NMBA criteria relies on each individual RN’s practice and professional selfdevelopment to define their scope of practice. (111)
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Continuing education and support from the hospital division and ICU directors allow
nurses to expand their roles to implement evidence-based practice at the bedside for
the greater good of the patient and ultimately improve patient outcomes. (105, 112,
113)According to the information and definitions discussed, then the application of
CALS is within the ICU nursing staff professional scope of practice, although an
extension of their scope of practice, it is feasible for this practice change to be
employed. Nurses scope of practice are still demarcated by boundaries within each
individual hospital according to departmental guidelines and hospital policies and
this provides a safety net for all nursing practice. During the research, the need for an
ICU CALS departmental guideline was identified. This was written and made
available for staff, with the algorithm and laminated cues cards for all the roles for
CALS attached to the CALS resuscitation trolley.
The scope of practice for nurses within this ICU is part of the departmental guideline
and should allay fears of any legal repercussions regarding initiating and performing
CALS by nursing staff going forward.

Cardiothoracic Advanced Life Support (CALS) protocols are to be utilised in the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) environment only, for patients within 10 days of median
sternotomy for Cardiothoracic Surgery. (114)

2: Concern regarding maintaining skills and confidence:
Throughout the research, staff voiced the need for more skills practice via the focus
group:
Group: More practical sessions please.
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and via the questionnaires with a 41% request for more CALS training. To maintain
the journey of best practice care delivery to the patient and to reduce staff
apprehension, constant practice of the CALS skills through simulation may need to
be introduced to ICU. The literature supports this, Makinen et al. (115) who
conducted a large quantitative study regarding confidence and resuscitation and
Sjoberg et al. (116) conducted a small qualitative study regarding nursing and
resuscitation, both found that nursing staff were eager for lots of resuscitation
practice and that continuous education improved confidence. Resuscitation of any
patient at any time will result in increased anxiety levels for staff, this is a natural
occurrence. The result of constant practice will allow the motor skills required to be
at staffs’ fingertips. The focus group participants identified themselves and their
fellow ICU colleagues as adult learners and suggested that staff should take
ownership for their learning and care delivery to the patient, by reading the CALS
departmental guideline and staying familiar with the CALS algorithm and CALS
resuscitation trolley.
Despite an overall retention of knowledge from time point one to time point three,
the statistically significant improvement measured at time point two was not
sustained and there was a significant decline in knowledge and confidence at six
months- time point three. The questions with the most significant reduction were the
questions specifically related to assisting with the resuscitation of a cardiac surgical
patient, confidence to assist with a re-sternotomy TODAY and confidence with their
knowledge of the CALS protocol.
The qualitative data confirmed the responses from the quantitative questionnaireshighlighting that the CALS skills were not practiced sufficiently throughout the six
months of the research. The Participants’ doubted their own abilities to deliver CALS
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but the demographic data demonstrated that the ICU participant cohort were more
than capable of delivering CALS given their high levels of experience. Staff wanted
regular refreshers for CALS through knowledge recap and scenario real time practice
of simulations.
From the literature review, in chapter 2, lectures, skills stations and simulations, are a
proven method of teaching new skills and knowledge, however it is the regular
practice of the skills that enables staff to embed these skills for future recall. (82)
Both Solvik (75) and Chang (74) reiterated the importance of continuous practice to
maintain a continuum of skill improvement and self-confidence. This, however, was
not the case in ICU and retention of the knowledge, skills and confidence
percentages dropped off dramatically when not routinely practiced and updated. As
staff were not given the opportunity to practice CALS skills, it can come as no
surprise that the confidence of staff in their skills dropped dramatically by 52.3%
after six months-time point three. Several systematic reviews regarding retention of
clinical skills such as Mohammad et al.(117) and Yang (118) saw a deterioration in
clinical skills at six months however Yang found that clinical experience of staff
resulted in a retention of knowledge and Charlier(119) found that knowledge was not
lost over a period of time but skills did deteriorate.
The question then that is asked at the end of this thesis: is how to maintain.
CALS skill levels, knowledge, and confidence for staff?
Regular simulation training for CALS would be the researcher’s recommendation.
By practicing regularly, as discussed previously, the motor skills required become
embedded just as with regular ALS resuscitation where staff commence CPR when
required without hesitation. Regular training and mandatory training would have a
twofold result, firstly reiterating to staff that CALS training and resuscitation is a
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legitimate form of resuscitation here to stay and nothing to be afraid of and it is
endorsed by the ICU and hospital executive. Secondly by participating in regular
skills practice trained staff have the knowledge to activate and participate in a CALS
resuscitation. This in turn delivers a best practice resuscitation method to the patient.
Due to the nature of the high level of resuscitation, to avoid any future impact of
psychological harm and reluctance to perform, an intensive debrief after each CALS
resuscitation would be of great benefit to staff confidence, which considering the
nature of CALS seems reasonable and should be considered for the future going
forward. As with all simulations the focus is on the debrief and feedback promoting
self-reflection on individual and team performance and knowledge.

To date, the ICU has not implemented a CALS resuscitation, therefore the ICU staff
have not had to apply their new skill set. Whether a CALS resuscitation has not been
initiated due to an improvement and increased surveillance of the cardiac surgical
patient following the lectures regarding “the deteriorating patient” resulting in hyper
vigilant staff or sheer luck remains to be seen. This in some ways makes it difficult to
measure the success of the research as a CALS resuscitation has not been initiated
yet.
In ICU, Kirkpatrick’s four levels of evaluation have commenced and a change of
practice and behaviour has been initiated for best patient outcomes. (8, 9)
Improvements to care delivery at the patient bedside have occurred resulting in a
change to the department, education delivery and the organisation to facilitate a
positive patient journey. These improvements may be demonstrated with the
participants’ greater awareness of a deteriorating cardiac surgical patient and the
support of an embedded protocol to reflect this. The findings of this study
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highlighted that most participants’ lost confidence with their knowledge and motor
skills and requested more hands-on simulation training in the questionnaires and the
focus group discussion. This is a reasonable request and will be recommended to the
staff development coordinators.
Program evaluation is an ongoing process in health professions education and
ensures effective training and teaching is conducted, (8-10) thus ensuring continuous
improvement of care to the patient. The aim of this research was to evaluate the
effectiveness of the targeted education and training program when initiating a major
change to clinical practice regarding the introduction of CALS to ICU, and in turn
the goal of the research is linked to patient care and safety. By training for CALS, we
are implementing best practice changes of care delivery for our patients. It is
incumbent on clinical educators in ICU to ensure the CALS education program is
effective and nursing staff can improve their confidence and knowledge of CALS
and its delivery. Changing embedded behaviours and training regarding the historical
approach to resuscitation will require lots of regular practice, preferably via
simulation. Maintenance of skills, knowledge and the confidence to implement them
requires regular practice, systematic reviews of the literature from Mohammad et
al.(117) and Yang (120) consider six months the maximum time frame without
practice before deterioration is noted, therefore regular practice every six months
may need to be recommended as the result of this research.

5.4 Study Limitations:
This study was conducted in one ICU in the Perth metropolitan area. For this reason,
the findings cannot be generalized to the broader community based on this study
alone. On reflection, the researcher should have matched the repeat questionnaire
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data at six months (time point three) to the initial questionnaire at the completion of
the education day (time point two). The parametrical statistical analysis of matched
data at six months- time point 3 would have added further depth to the collected data
by tracking individual results throughout. Unfortunately, this was not done due to
reduced buy in by the participants at six months. Therefore, the data was analysed
using descriptive statistics and a Mann Whitney U statistical test to obtain an overall
view of the research picture rather than the specifics a parametric statistical test
would have delivered.

5.5 Implications for practice:
To adopt new clinical practice changes such as CALS, an effective education
program is essential. From the results of the quantitative data and the qualitative data,
not having regular practice of CALS over a six-month period caused a decline in
knowledge and confidence and a rise in apprehension and anxiety surrounding
participating in a CALS resuscitation. There is no clear study that suggests when or
how often refresher training should be held, however most studies are in agreement,
such as Scerbo et al 2016(121), Kluge and Frank 2014 (122) and Shahsavar 2017
(123) regarding the importance of regular refresher training to maintain clinical
skills. At present, this hospital has yearly ALS mandatory refreshers for staff. This
would be a convenient space to also have a CALS refresher for ICU staff. Following
a period of time conducting a follow up Quality Improvement program and review of
the education training day with a quantitative research questionnaire, would allow for
future adjustments regarding the frequency of simulation refreshers and the
introduction of new educational strategies and initiatives.
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6 CONCLUSION
Whilst cardiac surgery resuscitation in the ICU is infrequent, this research highlights
the importance of targeted education training to train staff in CALS delivery and
improve their confidence to initiate CALS when required, with an ultimate focus on
best outcomes for the cardiac surgical patient. Analysis of the survey data showed an
initial improvement in knowledge, skills and confidence immediately following the
education intervention, which was then found to have decreased at the six months
point. Despite this there was an overall retention of knowledge, skills and confidence
analysed at six months.
The researcher was guided by three questions:
1. Is an education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and simulation,
an effective way to support intensive care nursing staff knowledge and skills
when delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
2. Is the education intervention, comprised of didactic lectures and
simulation, an effective way to retain intensive care nursing staff skills when
delivering CALS at the bedside in ICU?
3. How does the educational intervention influence staff confidence when
activating this practice change at the bedside in ICU?
Answer to research question one:
The CALS education (lectures and simulations) and change of practice were adopted
with enthusiasm. The ICU participants’ felt this was an effective way to support their
knowledge and practice new skills. Therefore, the answer is yes.
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Answer to research question two:
Overall, the knowledge and skills were retained post the education intervention
although the knowledge and skills statistically began to considerably decline at six
months. Therefore, the answer is yes.

Answer to research question three:
The preliminary education and training surrounding CALS did influence confidence,
however as time passed (sixteen weeks and six months) participants’ self-confidence
began to decline. Overall confidence remained improved but not as significantly high
as when measured at the end of the education day, thus after the third time point of
six months, there was a considerable decline.

After completing this study, the researcher recommends regular CALS
training for staff, whether that results in mandatory training or not relies on each
individual ICU department and hospital. However, from the data collected, six
months was too long without practice refreshers when introducing a new skill set. To
encourage staff to buy in to this new skill set delivery, they need regular practice in a
safe environment. The importance of simulation lies in the lack of patient exposure
to adverse outcomes while the participants’ practice real life scenarios in a safe
environment. (42, 50, 51) This supports team building within the medical and
nursing cohort and in turn can reduce anxiety and maintain confidence. Staff
recognised the importance of the CALS resuscitation introduction therefore it is
incumbent on the education team and management to ensure regular training is
available for all staff for the continued benefit of the patient. This study has
contributed to the developing body of evidence for CALS, and how to educate staff
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in this essential skill. In this thesis the experience of clinicians has been discussed.
It is expected that educators in ICUs where CALS occurs will gain insight and
identify their concerns from the finding of this study, and the patient and clinician
safety will be positively impacted. Participating in a chest re-opening, as an ICU
nurse, with the correct educational platform, is a demonstration of an effective CALS
program.
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8 APPENDIX A: LITERATURE RESEARCH SAMPLE
Search
Engine 1

Search terms

CINAHL

Interprofessional
Simulation
CALS
Simulation in
Nurse Education
CALS
Evidenced based
practice
CALS
Didactic lectures
Evidenced based
practice
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practice
Adult learning
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CINAHL
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9 APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE

A change of heart

Q1 What is your age in years?

o 20-30 (1)
o 31-40 (2)
o 41-50 (3)
o 51-60 (4)
o 61-70 (5)
Q2 What is your highest level of education?

o Hospital based training (1)
o Diploma of nursing (2)
o Bachelor of nursing (3)
o Masters of nursing (4)
o Post graduate certificate (5)
o other..............................................................................................................................
.... (6)
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Q3 How long have you worked in Intensive Care (ICU) in years?

o 1-5 (1)
o 5-10 (2)
o 10-15 (3)
o 15-20 (4)
o 21 or more (5)
Q4 Have you completed a post graduate course in critical care?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Q5 Have you been involved in caring for a post-operative cardiothoracic (CT) patient during
a cardiac arrest? If yes, what was your role?

o Yes.................................................................................................................................
.............. (1)

o No (2)
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Q6 Have you taken part in a sternotomy in this ICU? If yes, what was your role?

o Yes.................................................................................................................................
.............. (1)

o No (2)
Q7
Can You name three first line instruments required for a sternotomy?

..................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................

Q8
Are you aware of any differences when resuscitating CT patients versus non-CT patients?
If yes, what are they?

o Yes........................................................................................................................
o No
Q9
Name two causes of bleeding for CT patients:

...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
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Q10 I feel confident caring for a post-operative CT patient

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q11 I feel confident identifying a deteriorating CT patient

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q12 I feel confident assisting with the resuscitation of a CT patient

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Q13 I feel confident to assist with a re-sternotomy TODAY

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q14 I feel confident with my knowledge of the Cardiothoracic Advanced Life Support (CALS)
protocol

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q15 I feel lectures provided me with the knowledge that I need to care for a CT patient
when implementing CALS

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Q16 I feel clinical group simulations are beneficial in helping me practice implementing
CALS

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q17 I feel the feedback provided post simulations was beneficial and helped me to improve
my skills

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q18 I feel I need more EDUCATION regarding CALS

o Agree
o Disagree
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Q19 I feel I need more PRACTICE regarding CALS

o Agree
o Disagree

Q20 Do you have any recommendations regarding future simulation education?

Q21 Do you feel confident that CALS lies within your scope of nursing practice?

o Agree
o Disagree

If you disagree give a reason why?.............................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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10 APPENDIX C: FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
Thank you for taking the time to participate in a focus group.
You have completed a consent form and received information regarding the research
project.
During this focus group I will ask questions and facilitate a conversation regarding
the CALS Education.
The purpose is to stimulate conversation and hear the opinions of everyone in the
room. I hope you will be comfortable speaking honestly and sharing your ideas with
me.
The focus of our discussion is around education.
Please note that this session will be recorded to ensure I have adequately captured
your ideas during the conversation.
However, the comments from the focus group will remain confidential and your
name will not be attached to any comments you make.
I would ask that only one person to speak at a time.
The questions are structured to begin with, however there will be an opportunity to
add any extra information at the end the session.
Do you have any questions before we begin?
…………………………………………………………………………………………
Focus Group Questions:
1. What is your level of knowledge regarding CALS now that you have
completed the study day?
2. How do you feel this impacts on your nursing scope of practice? Any
negative aspects?
3. What educational aspects of the study day were the most beneficial?
4:

What aspects did not work for you?

5.

What knowledge do you feel you gained during the education session?

6.

What knowledge do you think you have retained?

7.

How confident do you now feel after receiving the training?

8.

Did you feel the lectures were beneficial?

9.

Did you feel the simulations were beneficial?

So that’s all my questions. Do you have any more comments or suggestions to
improve the education?
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11 APPENDIX D: CALS FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPTION
Key codes:
Red simulation
Blue lectures
Green change of practice
Yellow confidence
Pink retention
Introduction
Consent forms
Conversation
Interviewer: What is your level of knowledge regarding CALS now that you
have completed the study day?
P: Level as in?
I: Do you feel you have more knowledge now after doing the study day?
P: absolutely! we didn’t know anything about it before we started the study day.
Because this is a new technique that we’ve been taught.
I: yeah.
L: I would definitely have more knowledge. I wouldn’t be confident prior to the
study day at all in a CALS scenario. Now I feel I would be confident with other
people …not completely on my own.
P: you would never be on your own any way.
L: Being in that scenario
I: So, you felt the CALS education improved your knowledge?
L: definitely without a doubt.
P: 100%
I: In what way did it improve your knowledge?
L: Well before I would obviously have gone straight to jump on the chest.
M: Not just called for assistance
L: or say help I don’t know what to do?
M: Called for a doctor to come in and take over.
L: or a sternotomy
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M: Not knowing to begin with what I can start to do before help arrived. Now I do
know what to do.
J: The simulation and the role playing is definitely a way that all of us learn well. I
think having that, really is much better than reading it off a departmental guideline. I
think having a whole day of simulation, practicing different roles was a really very
effective way to educate.
I: Effective how? In what way was it better?
J: we got to see exactly how long it would take to perform this and that you actually
get quite a lot done in that small space of time. I think we probably thought
beforehand, well getting ready doing this, getting wires out, opening the chest would
take a long time. I think timing us and seeing how long it took is an effective way for
people to learn rather than power point presentations.
M: I think the practical experience in doing things ahead of…you know…maybe
having to do them in a real situation…. Like cutting the wires and doing the drape.
That’s an unusual thing that we would never do.
P: so, the allocation of roles really helped with our……with us feeling comfortable
doing those roles. Before it was just a debacle …...I mean no one knew what they
were doing. Someone would say do this, do that but really nurses were like do we get
the??? Whose being??? Now we know exactly the allocation of roles……this is what
I am doing. Also, the algorithm I found extremely helpful I don’t know if anyone
else did? you know what you are doing if its VF, if its PEA, asystole. You just follow
it through. Straight forward and it works. I thought it was fantastic.
R: It simplified it all. Simplified the equipment. Just the whole process really, not
having so much…….
P: ooooh that trolley
R: yeah!!!!
P: Its daunting opening it, looking at all the drawers thinking I don’t know where
anything is? random.
I: Good. Q2: How do you feel this impacts your nursing scope of practice?
J: HMMM, yeah. I think a lot of people felt a bit funny about what seems like a more
surgical role /medical role.
P: Its not like we normally cut people open. While I realise there was already an
incision there, we would never take a scalpel to a patient, you know, and put
retractors in. This is more theatre stuff isn’t it. So yeah it is kind of stepping outside
our scope of practice. Although we’ve been assured that we are covered
.
I: so, are there any positive aspects to that?
P: Yeah! The patient survives!
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R: Yeah! Things happen a lot quicker, you are not standing around waiting for the
sternotomy team to turn up. You can actually do something beforehand.
I: negative aspects?
R: you might stuff it up. Scalpel through something you shouldn’t.
L: I suppose we always have medical staff as well, so you always have a doctor in
this scenario.
P: you might only have a resident.
L: I feel I would never actually be in control. As a clinical nurse I suppose if you
were coordinating you might be in more control.
R: yeah, having to decide to open them or not.
J: You don’t have to decide the consultant decides.
P: you get them on the phone.
L: so, you wouldn’t feel that we were out of our scope ……not being the one to
make that actual decision. I wouldn’t be happy to make that actual decision.
J: No, No
I: So, when you practice as a nurse do you feel this is pushing the boundaries
now of your scope of practice?
M: yeah, I think it is!
R: I wouldn’t want to do it in another unit, doing it in our unit would be one thing but
going to a different hospital and doing it!
I: why would that be?
R: HMMMM, just I think you know the staff here. You know the team you are
working with and you know your equipment and how everything is set up and you
know you have been taught it. I suppose you wouldn’t be expected to do it at another
hospital.
L: I suppose you know everyone has been trained the same way here. If you went to
another hospital, they might not even be trained in CALS.
P: But I wonder if we would still feel in a few years’ time if maybe we had all done
one or two or something that this was such a big deal….. you know what I mean. Its
all still very new. So, like any new skill there is going to be some apprehension until
we become comfortable with it. I think having it mandatory every year that we have
to do the CALS study day (like our MARS) will totally help.
Group: yeah great idea. We feel more comfortable and confident in getting there.
I: So, you are saying the more you practise…….?
P: I think so!
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Group: Yeah
L: getting that update yearly.
M: I think when you are asking if do, we feel out of our scope of practice …..I think
before doing it…….we were “what we are going to do this!” Doing the CALS day
makes you feel a little more comfortable with it I suppose. But I think we won’t
actually know we feel out of our scope until we have actually had to do it. And then
we will go “Oh that wasn’t too bad OR I didn’t feel comfortable doing that”.
I: Thanks
I: So, what educational aspects of the study day were the most beneficial? Did
you feel?
Group: Practice scenarios, role playing.
P: everybody was able to pull the wires out. We watched it three times, simulated a
couple of times.
R: we got to each of the different roles…..some of them.
P: definitely the practice for me!
L: me too
I: so on the other side of that….what aspects did not work for you?
L: I don’t think there would be any that didn’t work. I just think the scenarios , hands
on, stick in your mind and I just find its easier to learn that way then sitting and
listening to lectures and things. But you would still obviously have got information
from them.
J: The lectures were still relevant. Someone did a summary of the pacing and stuff.
Its always good for people to have a recap. I can’t remember what the other lectures
were.
I: deteriorating cardiothoracic patient was one lecture!
J: I think they were a good start to the day and a warm up to it.
I: aspects that did not work for you?
P: just refresh us.
I: So there were two lectures 1: the deteriorating cardiothoracic patient that the
medical staff did and the nursing staff went through the algorithm and how to
set up the beds area for opening the chest.
P: I didn’t feel there was anything that was negative in the day. I thoroughly enjoyed
it and I thought it was well organised and well thought out and exactly what we
needed to be taught.
I: good! So……..
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R: there was one person that was teaching, that kept going off the algorithm a bit.
Especially when he was talking to the other doctors which could have possibly
confused things a little bit but….
I: So, you were looking for a consistent message
R: yeah. Which was coming through, through the nursing staff.
I: ok great.
I: So, what knowledge do you feel you gained through the education
session…….. we have probably answered things here and there!
J: I think it was really good to have to think about the layers you have to get to the
heart. You know they talk about some of them having the pericardial suture and
things like that, that we hadn’t really thought about. So, I think having to break down
each layer……you get through the skin, you have to get the wires out, there might be
sutures and then talking about what you might find and what you do when you get
there.
R: Just thinking about how many wires are there. Making that part of your checks
and things. It’s not something you usually look at or think about.
P: or how to perform Internal cardiac massage. I haven’t done that before or even
been taught. So that was definitely a new skill.
I: so, what knowledge do you think you have retained after the study day?
J: well! I’ve gone back and looked at the guideline because I think at the time you
think yeah this is all good but definitely gone back and looked because oh yeah, I’ve
forgotten those bits and those bits. So, you don’t always retain everything from the
whole day but that’s why you have the other resources to refresh.
P: the algorithm is still pretty, would you say, that’s all pretty fresh in your head.
You know there is three ways you could go. And stop for one minute to decide what
you are going to do before you jump in there and do CPR.
L: that’s definitely ill not do CPR, PEEP to).
R: It feels strange
J: it feels strange
J: 55, compressions to 60….a systolic of 60
P: ooooh I didn’t remember that.
I: so, some knowledge retained!
P: absolutely
L: enough to actually be involved and feel comfortable to be involved.
P: I must admit that even today that I’m getting the heart (CT patient) back. I’ve
gone to the trolley and had a quick squiz. Ok, yeah, I’ve got that yeah. You know its
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always good to refresh and having that there as a resource as well is ideal. Rather
than having to go to the COWS (Computer on wheels) and look it up , you go
straight there and your in.
I: so a visual is better for you!
P: cue card…. Yes100% I have to go look for it.
I: so how confident do you now feel after receiving the training?
P: On a scale of one to five?
I: you can give me a scale!
P: five being really confident and one being not or so- so. 3-4
I: Good
L: 3-4
R: 3
J: 5 (laughter)
M: 3
L: some people were really ready to jump in
P: we will just let them
J: I think if you just think of it as focus on one role and I know sometimes I’ve had a
look at the departmental guideline and gone there are all these different roles. Like I
have looked at trying to remember every role but then if you are aware of the roles, if
you think, well which role am I going to be if it happens then its easier to say yeah ill
be confident yeah I can do that role.
I: Would you be confident to do all the roles?
L: not all at the same time!!!!!
J: that’s the thing. Sometimes you get caught up …..you need to do this and this. But
I will only be doing one of those roles.
I: So, if you were in a CALS would you ask for a specific role that you felt more
comfortable with?
J: Yes, I guess today knowing that you are resource you will probably be going to be
one of the ones scrubbing up! Not scrubbing but gowning up.
I: so, there is a bit of forethought?
J: yes, so what’s your role in the unit today, so what would you be doing. I am the
bedside nurse!!
P: I am the pump lady!!!
I: ok, did you feel the lectures were beneficial?
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P: definitely
L: yes
P: its good to have theory before going in to a practical otherwise you are going in
blind.
L: to be able to do the scenarios you kind of need that as well otherwise the scenarios
would be a mess if you didn’t have the lectures first.
I: Did you feel the simulations were beneficial?
P: 100%
L: definitely
I: was it helpful having medical staff involved in the simulations as well?
R: yes, its nice to know we are all on the same page and being taught the same thing
I: how does that improve things?
R: It will improve communication, like everyone knowing what their roles are and
that we are all using the same algorithm. It will just make it a lot smoother.
I: so why do you like simulations?
P: the visual, visual see and do
M: practicing before the real thing
L: like you said feeling what its actually like to cut a wire
P: because hearing about some thing is quite different to actually watching some one
do it or being done.
I: any more comments or suggestions? Did you feel half a day was long enough?
Group :: yes!
The end.
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12 APPENDIX E: ICU CALS LETTER OF INVITE
Intensive Care information sheet for CALS research project:
Dear ICU colleague,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in data collection regarding implementation of
Cardiac surgery Advanced Life Support (CALS) education in ICU. The ultimate goal
of the research project is linked to patient care and safety, while implementing best
practice changes.
The data I collect from the completed questionnaires on the study days will be
processed and allow me to review the methods used to deliver the education to you.
The outcomes will be feedback to you via posters within the ICU, via the
communication book located on the bedside computers and unit meetings.
I am available for any questions on:
emily.broadbent@health.wa.gov.au
64576889
Many Thanks
Emily Broadbent
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13 APPENDIX F: RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
Emily Broadbent
UWA and Sir Charles
Gairdner Hospital
The University of Western
Australia
35 Stirling Highway, Crawley
WA 6009
Tel:0000000
www.29143541.uwa.edu.au

Participant Consent Form
A change of heart: a mixed methods study reviewing an educational intervention
in an Intensive Care Unit
I, ________________ (full name of participant) have read the information provided
and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to
participate in this research project, realising that I may withdraw at any time without
reason and without prejudice.
I understand that all identifiable information that I provide is treated as confidential
and will not be released by the investigator in any form that may identify me unless I
have consented to this. The only exception to this principle of confidentiality is if
this information is required by law to be released.
Consent to complete questionnaire
Please tick.



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Signature of participant
Date
Approval to conduct this research has been provided by the University of Western Australia, in
accordance with its ethics review and approval procedures. Any person considering participation
in this research project, or agreeing to participate, may raise any questions or issues with the
researchers at any time.
In addition, any person not satisfied with the response of researchers may raise ethics issues or
concerns, and may make any complaints about this research project by contacting the Human
Ethics Office at the University of Western Australia on (08) 6488 3703 or by emailing to
humanethics@uwa.edu.au
All research participants are entitled to retain a copy of any Participant Information Form and/or
Participant Consent Form relating to this research project.
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